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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT THIS COURSE 
This course for the study of Ghanaian Languages and Culture is a six-level
primary course. Each level comprises a Pupil’s Book and a Teacher’s Guide.

The course of study covers nine Ghanaian languages:
Akuapem (A) Asante (As) Dagaare (Dag)
Dagbani (Db) Dangme (D) Ewe (E)
Fante (F) Ga (G) Gonja (Gj)

The course, follows the national syllabus for Ghanaian Languages and Culture
and covers all aspects of study. It integrates the learning of Ghanaian cultural
heritage into the oral, reading and writing skills sections of each unit. The course
aims to develop pupils’ cultural and linguistic awareness, to enable them to attain
competency in speaking, reading and writing their mother-tongue and to give
them an appreciation of their historical and cultural heritage and of its socio-
cultural values.
The title of the course in each language is:

Akuapem Kasasua
Asante Kasasua
Dagaare Zannoo
Dagbani Bøhimbu
Dangme Kasemi
E√egbe Søsrç
Mfantse Kasasña
Ga Kasemø
Ngbanyato Be Kabii

TEACHER’S GUIDE
The Teacher’s Guide is written in English and explains how to teach the material
for all language editions of the Pupils’ Books. Each unit has:
• a summary of the objectives for each skill. This section may also include

background information and a discussion of the material to be taught.
• a list of any extra equipment needed.
• a detailed lesson plan for each exercise. Some of these lesson plans include

dialogues between teacher and class or between individual pupils. Please note
that these are suggestions only and that any such dialogues should be
conveyed to the pupils in their own language and in the simplest possible
terms. A direct translation of the English words may not be appropriate.
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SCOPE OF THE COURSE
Each level consists of thirty units. Each unit covers approximately one week’s
lessons with ten units per term.

ARRANGEMENT OF CONTENT
Each unit of any level in the Primary series has a vertical arrangement of
content distinguished by icons.

oral skills reading skills writing skills

ORAL SKILLS
The oral skills component treats topics from daily life, Ghanaian culture, oral
literature, story telling, traditional occupations and songs, and encourages visits to
places of interest. It provides pupils with the opportunity of using their mother-
tongue in meaningful and interesting ways. From this, pupils will gain pleasure
and confidence in their mother-tongue.

The oral skills component uses illustration to stimulate conversation and trains
the pupils to listen well and to talk with the correct and fluent use of their
mother-tongue.

READING SKILLS
The overall aim at primary level is to develop pupils’ reading skills so that they
become interested, independent readers. Pupils should be encouraged to read for
understanding and for enjoyment.
The teacher himself or herself knows his/her own class best, so it may be
necessary to supplement the list of vocabulary before the pupils tackle the reading
passage. However, try to avoid teaching a lengthy list of vocabulary. Try instead
to encourage pupils to work out the meanings of words from context. 

Reading for comprehension
Practice in reading is based on a graded passage. At Primary 6, you should
encourage your pupils to read silently for comprehension and understanding and
attempt reading aloud after reading silently. At Primary 6, pre-reading exercises
are formalized and every reading passage in the Pupils’ Book is preceded by pre-
reading questions. Comprehension of a text can be greatly facilitated if pupils are
allowed to proceed from what they know about a subject. The pre-reading
questions help pupils to talk about the topic before tackling the text. In the
process they are likely to mention some of the key words prior to reading.

After silent reading, a regular comprehension exercise takes the form of
providing answers (oral or written) to questions based on the passage read. As the
pupil progresses, he/she is taken through formal comprehension training as an
adjunct to effective, productive reading. You can also encourage pupils to read
with understanding by going through the comprehension questions before pupils
read the text. In this way pupils know what information to look for while reading.

Reading aloud
At Primary 6 reading aloud is covered in the Teacher’s Guide. Teachers should
choose a few individual pupils to read aloud each lesson. Each pupil can read

Introduction
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aloud a few chosen sentences to check for fluency, correct pronunciation, and also
to check that pupils can read aloud with meaning. Try to avoid choral reading
aloud as it is impossible to check that all the pupils are saying the words
correctly. Reading aloud should always follow silent reading. Pupils should read
aloud once they have read the text silently and understood it.

WRITING SKILLS
The overall aim at Primary level is to develop pupils’ writing skills so that they
become confident at writing short texts in their own language. 

At the Primary 6 level, pupils write friendly letters, narratives, descriptions
and process descriptions. A practical study of some punctuation is incorporated to
help pupils master accuracy in their writing skills.

TEACHING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE COURSE

Oral Skills
The oral skills use illustrations to generate discussion. At primary 6, the
illustrations are sometimes replaced by introductory questions on the topics to be
discussed.

Pair work and role play
Pupils need to have plenty of opportunity to speak their mother-tongue after
listening to a good model from their teacher. If you have a large class, you need
to find a way to give all your pupils a chance to speak. Pair work is very good for
this. Each pupil can talk quietly to his or her partner, rather than in front of the
whole class. This will give them confidence before they speak out in front of the
whole class.

Role play is a simple dramatic activity by which the main language point of
any given oral skills topic is practised and enacted by the pupils, under the
teacher’s guidance.

Role play does not require any elaborate costume or stage props, beyond the
barest and most readily available aids. It does not call for the memorisation of
any elaborate speeches. It enables pupils to practise the language, which has
already been taught.
The teacher should prepare for a dialogue or role-play by thinking about the
following in advance:
• the number of characters in a role play
• what each character should say
• the teaching point meant to be conveyed by the role play.

It is essential that pupils know what they are going to do when they are told to
work in pairs. If they start to get too noisy when doing pair work, it is probably
because they have not been well prepared. You can prepare them for speaking in
pairs by following this routine:
1. Make sure everyone knows who their partner is.
2. Ask or say the first question or statement yourself to individual pupils and

elicit answers.
3. Teach the class the question or statement.
4. Get pupils to ask you the question/opening statement, and answer them.
5. Get pupils to stand up and ask the question/opening statement to a pupil on

the other side of the class; assist to make sure the reply is correct and heard
by the whole class.

6. Once the pupils are clear what they have to do, tell them to work in pairs.
7. While the pupils work in pairs, move round the class listening to what they
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are saying and helping those who need it. Don’t interrupt pairs when they are
speaking, they need the opportunity to develop fluency. Give lots of praise and
encouragement.

8. Ask one or two pairs to come out and present their conversation to the
class.

The teacher should bear in mind that role play is an aid to teaching and should
be used only after teaching has been done. In other words, role play helps to
reinforce the vocabulary or topic which has already been taught. 

Reading skills
Teachers are encouraged to form reading groups, where pupils of similar level and
ability can work together.

Writing Skills
Encourage pupils to work together in pairs or work as a whole class to plan their
ideas before writing. Often it is a good idea to build up a description or a
paragraph on the board together with the pupils before the pupils start writing
themselves. Encourage pupils to use the writing process as follows:

1) Pre-writing
• use a webbing/mapping or other graphic organizer
• use a topic or word chart
• visualise the scene in your mind
• research your topic
• brainstorm in pairs or in a group
• plan your structure

2) Write a first draft
• pick your best ideas
• sort your ideas into paragraph groups
• start a new paragraph when you move on to a new idea

3) Revise your draft
• read your writing aloud to yourself
• let your partner read your writing and give one idea for improvement
• are your ideas clear?
• is it logical?
• have you used descriptive words?
• have you expanded your sentences or made them longer?

4) Editing/checking for
• spelling
• capitalisation
• punctuation
• grammar

MULTI-ABILITY CLASS TEACHING
Pupils will come into your class at the beginning of the year at different levels of
ability and will continue to learn at different rates. It is your responsibility to
make sure they all learn to the best of their abilities. If you only pitch the level
of your lessons to the average pupils, the more able pupils will become bored and
perhaps disruptive and the less-able will not understand and lose motivation.

Introduction
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You need to get to know your pupils well and establish the abilities of each
one. You can then group them according to ability for some lessons. You need to
make sure you always have extra, more demanding activities for the more-able
pupils to extend them.

In the lesson plans for each unit you will find some ideas for dealing with less
able and more able pupils. However, here are some general ideas for dealing with
different abilities in your class:
• When working on the core material in the Pupils’ Book, give more-able pupils 

extra work to do to occupy them while you work with the less able pupils.
• After more-able pupils have finished controlled or guided writing activities,

give them some free writing to do. Say Good, now write some sentences/a
paragraph of your own. Now think of a question you would like to ask about
the reading passage. Now draw a picture to illustrate the story etc.

• Once more-able pupils have completed an activity you can ask them to work
with one or more less-able pupil to help them. Tell the pupil that explaining to
someone else will help them understand their work better and more fully. Tell
them that they are ‘teachers’ and must teach, not simply give the answers.

• Control the amount of work you want pupils to do according to their level. For
example, if there is an exercise with 6 questions, then tell the less-able pupils
to complete the first four, the average to do five, and the more able to do all
six questions. In this way the less able can take more time on the exercise and
still complete the task at the same time as the rest of the class.

• Be encouraging and give plenty of praise to the less-able for any progress they
make. If you keep praising only the highest achievers, the rest will lose motivation.

• Vary your activities. Teach the same thing in a number of different ways.
Different pupils learn things in different ways.

• In group activities, organise the groups according to their ability and give more
help to the less-able groups.

• After groups have done work, get the less-able groups to report their results.
This reinforces what they have done by repetition.

• When there are mixed-ability pupils within a group, assign roles. The less-able
can do the speaking, while the more-able can do the writing or note taking.

• Ask more able pupils to read aloud their work to other pupils who have already
finished. Ask them to make suggestions for improving each other’s work.

TALKS BY LOCAL RESOURCE PEOPLE
Teachers are encouraged to use the services of local experts to give talks and
demonstrations of their work or occupations. Such experts may include the wood
carver, kente/basket/rattan weaver, pot maker, blacksmith, hunter, drummer or
herbalist. By and large it is in the area of culture that experts are needed for
language classes.

Once again, inviting experts needs careful planning. The teacher should make
initial contacts with the expert and discuss the crafts person’s work. Knowing the
expert’s willingness and convenience, what he/she would like to talk about vis-à-
vis the needs of the pupils, and his/her terms and conditions are some of the
things the teacher should broach with the person.

Pupils should be prepared for the expert’s visit and talk. They should be given
time to think about the subject of the talk, the type of questions they would like
to ask, as well as the behaviour expected of them during the talk.

After the talk there should be follow-up work to consolidate the knowledge
acquired. This can take the form of oral or written answers (or both) to questions
on the talk, depending upon the pupils’ level.

All the techniques are geared towards enhancing the study and use of the
language of the pupils. This should constantly be uppermost in the minds of
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teachers. The expansion or strengthening of pupils’ vocabulary and expression or
communication skills should be the objective, and steps should be taken to achieve
this. The steps should include:
• giving pupils the widest possible opportunity for participating in the lesson

and for expressing themselves.
•   listing on the chalkboard of any new appropriate lexis to emerge from any

exercises. The pupils should be asked to copy the new vocabulary and
expressions into their exercise books after the former have been thoroughly
explained and discussed with the pupils.

• doing language exercises based on the visit or talk in the form of role play,
written narration or description or discussion of what the expert makes or does.

EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
Every tenth unit in every level of the series is devoted to evaluation. Each
evaluation unit covers the content of the preceding nine units. The evaluation
unit enables the teacher to assess how far the pupils have acquired knowledge
and skills taught during the term and also to assess if remedial work needs to be
done.

Diagnostic assessment
We tend to think that assessing pupils means giving them written tests at the
end of a term or unit of work. It is, of course, important to do this, but
assessment is also about what difficulties pupils have on a day by day basis, and
trying to help them to overcome them.
• We need to know that our lessons are successful and that every pupil is

progressing according to his/her ability.
• Teachers need to know how well they are teaching.
•   Pupils need to know if they are making progress.
•   The Headteacher needs to be aware of the school’s strengths and weaknesses.
•   Parents need to know about their children so that they can help them where

possible.

Methods of assessment
A teacher should not wait until the end of the term to assess their pupils as their
pupils may already have serious difficulties. Here are some other ideas to help
teachers to observe their pupils and assess their progress:
• The teacher should always ask pupils questions during the lesson to find out

how much they know and whether they understand what has just been
taught. The teacher should also encourage pupils to ask questions during the
lesson.

• Teachers should watch their class for the reactions of pupils. Are they bored
or restive? Is it because the work is too difficult? Is it because I am talking
too quietly? If the pupils are giving their full attention the lesson is going
well and the pupils are learning.

•   While the pupils are doing pair work, teachers should try to stand near and
listen quietly to what pupils say. Teachers can then take note of which pupils
are confident, and identify those who may need extra help.

• At the end of every lesson some form of assessment is necessary. It could be a
question and answer session, it could be a class quiz or a short test. You need
to know if the pupils have achieved the lesson’s objectives.

• Teachers should look through and mark any homework often, taking note of
those who find it difficult to complete an activity.

•   Never put the results of a class or written test in a class order. Slower pupils
should not be made to feel failures, but helped to catch up.
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Reflection, self-evaluation
At the end of many of the lesson plans, you will find notes prompting you to ask
yourself:

What went well?
What went badly?
What would I improve next time?

When considering a particular lesson you might ask yourself questions about your
pupils:

• Can the pupils now do the specified objectives?
• Which pupils can?
• Which pupils can’t?
• How successful were the pupils in doing the activities?
• Did the pupils understand what I was trying to explain?
• Did they pay attention?
• Was there a quiet hard-working atmosphere or was it noisy?
• Did the lesson achieve its objectives?

Reinforcement and revision
Evaluation of your lessons should help you to work out which areas need to be
repeated in some form. The start of the following lesson can be used to go over
material briefly. If pupils cannot remember much about what they learnt, remind
them before you move on.

• If pupils find something difficult, teachers should go over the material two 
or three times. Remember that it is the pupils, not the book, which are 
being taught.

• If teachers notice that one or two pupils are having difficulty with the same
thing, they can give them some extra attention while the rest of the class is
working by themselves.

• It may be that a pupil does not seem to make any progress at all. In this 
case, teachers should try to talk to the pupils’ parents to see if there are 
any problems at home. Perhaps an older brother or sister can help them at 
home.

Remember, the general performance and improvement of pupils after a certain
period of time is a reflection of how effective a teacher’s work has been.

PUPIL SELF-ASSESSMENT
A key element in preparing pupils for life-long learning is the ability to assess
their own capabilities; to be able to recognise their own strengths and weaknesses
and to focus on ways of dealing with those weaknesses. This is an attitude as
much as a skill and we can start to develop it at primary level. Pupils should be
encouraged to consider and correct their work, written and oral, before they show
or present it to the teacher. 

An important stepping-stone towards self-assessment and learner autonomy is
the use of peer-assessment. Throughout the book, teachers are encouraged to
organise the pupils to work in pairs (and sometimes in groups) to help each other
and check each other’s work. When they have done a piece of writing, for
example, pupils can swap their work and read a partner's. From the beginning,
teachers should try to encourage an atmosphere of cooperation and mutual support
amongst the pupils.

TEACHING AIDS AND RESOURCES
Teaching aids and resources are materials that teachers use in their teaching.
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Teaching aids can consist of pictures, maps, charts and simple realia. The
contribution of teaching and learning materials to the teacher’s work is enormous.
The use of teaching aids can be effective in helping to impart knowledge and,
when used correctly, can maximise learner acquisition and performance. Often
teaching aids or objects reach more senses than just the ears and thus make the
resultant knowledge real and more lasting. They often stimulate children to speak
the language as well as to read and write it.

Teaching aids will certainly brighten up the classroom and bring more variety
and interest into language lessons.

MAKING LOW OR NO-COST TEACHING MATERIALS
1

Teaching and learning materials do not have to be expensive. Teachers could try
a number of the following ideas for making low or no-cost materials.
• Use the chalkboard as much as possible for all forms of drawing. The

drawings do not need to be realistic or complicated. Good chalkboard drawing
uses simple matchstick figures and outlines.

• Use old cardboard boxes or pieces of old carton to make sentence cards.
• Wash and neaten old grain sacks to make poster-size illustrations or games.  
• Wash and cut old grain sack material to make picture cards (about 8 x 8

inches) or word cards (about 4 x 8 inches). Teachers could enlarge pupils’
vocabulary by making sets of opposites, distribute each word to each pupil in
the class (or a group of pupils), ask pupils to look at their word and to find
the pupil or group with the opposite of their word.

• Pre-teach difficult vocabulary in a reading passage by copying words onto
grain sack material.

LIBRARIES
Some fortunate urban Basic schools may have libraries as part of their school
structure. A few others may have district or community libraries which may serve
the entire District. If a school has its own library or has access to a District
Library, pupils can make use of the facility through ‘organised class reading’.
There are two modes for such class reading.
1. Organised reading in the library.
2. Organised borrowing of books from the library, followed by individual reading

by pupils in their homes over a specified period.
The teacher should organise the pupils and take them to the library. Teachers

should help pupils to select books, organise their seating and reading. At the end
of the reading period, they should ensure that the books are returned intact. Then
they should escort the pupils back to the classroom.

If organising borrowing of books, there are certain things that the teacher or
headteacher should do in advance. They should collect the appropriate membership
or registration forms on behalf of the pupils. The parents and guardians of the
pupils should come in at this stage to witness/guarantee their pupils or wards and
also pay the initial fees. There are usually appropriate columns for the
teacher/headteacher to sign.

When all is ready, the teacher should take the forms along with the pupils to
the library, pay the necessary fees and register each pupil for the lending library. 

Pupils need a lot of guidance on the use of library books. Teachers should
emphasise that:
• the books are not for the pupils, they belong to the government and are on

loan to the pupils.
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• pupils should exercise great care over the books, learn to handle books
carefully, and leave books on the reading desk when finished.

• pupils retain the books for a specific period only. By the expiry date, they
should return the books, renew them or be charged a penalty for delaying the
return of the books or losing them.

• as pupils read along, they should make simple summaries of the various
chapters. Before starting a new chapter, they should try and remember what
has happened before.

• pupils should not break off reading in the middle of the chapter, but should
try to finish at the end of a chapter.

If pupils do not have access to a library, the teacher could make a collection of
old publications from his/her own store of books. Requests to colleagues and other
educated, well-meaning members of the community could yield good results. Also
parents could be encouraged to buy a few supplementary readers for their children
and wards. The books from all these sources should be appropriately labelled. One
pupil could be made responsible for the movement of the books round the class,
and the teacher should encourage the pupils to read as many books as possible.

A system of awards in the form of marks or a simple book prize could be
introduced by the class teacher to promote extensive reading.
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UNIT 1

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to explain commitment and identify its importance.

1. In pairs pupils look at the picture. Ask:
Where are they? (in the school garden)
What are they doing? (weeding, picking vegetables, watering, digging)

2. In pairs pupils discuss the questions below the picture. 
3. Get feedback from the pupils. Establish that the school garden is worthwhile

and everybody benefits. This is why it is important that everybody helps. Ask
how they can make sure that everybody helps? Encourage ideas such as
drawing up a rota. 

4. Write the word ‘commitment’ on the board. Elicit from pupils what attitudes
or values you show if you are committed: selflessness, helpfulness, devotion,
hard work.

5. Ask several pupils to stand up and relate instances of when they have been
committed. Ask what happened afterwards and elicit that committed people
are usually well regarded and are rewarded by respect of others, rewarded by
being given extra responsibility, getting prestige and privilege from adults and
elders etc, getting certificates to show they have taken part etc.

6. Define with pupils the qualities listed in the Pupils’ Book and underline the
positive qualities that a committed person shows. e.g.

- perseverance: showing continued effort and determination
- selflessness: thinking of other people
- sacrifice: to give up something that is valuable to you (eg time) in order

to help another person
- hard work
- punctuality: being on time
- devotion: showing loyalty love or care for someone or something other 
than yourself

- helpfulness: willing always to help
6. Pupils write a list of four qualities that a committed person shows in their

exercise books.
7. Less able pupils can draw a picture of someone showing commitment.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Travel in times gone by

1. Ask pupils to read the pre-reading questions and then ask individual pupils for
their answers. Discuss with pupils that walking was the only means of travel
and if people were rich they would use horses or camels. Talk about the fact
that people managed to cross great distances on foot, especially for trade.

14
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Encourage them to think about long-distance travel as this could elicit some of
the key vocabulary items such as trade routes, traders, coastal towns, market
towns, selling wares.

2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to recognise specific punctuation marks – the use of the

comma and the apostrophe/elision.
Note: The pupils should be familiar with the use of the comma and the
apostrophe/elision (both taught in Primary 4 and Primary 5).

1. Write the word “comma” on the chalkboard.
2. Write the sentences in the Pupil’s Book on the chalkboard and deliberately

leave out the commas.
a The traveller complained “I am too tired to go any further.”
b Cars buses bicycles and motor cycles are all used for travel.
c My mother went to the market and bought fish oranges and cassava.
d Every morning I wash my face clean my teeth and sweep all the rubbish

in the house.
e The long colourful caravan of traders set off on foot.
f He said he would give me a new shirt for Christmas but he failed to fulfil

his promise.
3. Ask individual pupils to come up to the board and correct the sentences.
4. Ask the rest of the class to say if they think the sentences are now correct.
5. Ask pupils to write out the sentences from the Pupil’s Book into their exercise

books and to insert the commas in the appropriate places.
6. When the pupils have finished, ask them to look back at the first sentence and

to predict what words could be used to complete the sentence regarding the
use of the comma in the first rule.

7. Repeat for the second and third sentences.
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1 Commas are used to separate direct speech from the rest of the sentence.
2 Commas are used to separate items (nouns, adverbs, adjectives) in a list.
3 Commas are used to indicate a brief pause in a sentence .

Apostrophe
Note: Gonja edition treats the use of elision.

8. Write the word “Apostrophe” on the chalkboard.
9. Write the sentences in the Pupil’s Book on the chalkboard and deliberately

leave out the apostrophes (note that these sentences will change for each
Ghanaian language).

Examples:
For the Akan languages A/As/F
His food is palatable.
Her eyes are beautiful.
His palm nuts are cheap.

10. Ask individual pupils to come up to the board and correct the sentences.
11. Ask the rest of the class if they think the sentences are correct.
12. Ask pupils to write out the sentences from the Pupil’s Book into their exercise

books and to insert the apostrophes in the appropriate places.
13. When the pupils have finished, ask them to look back at all the sentences and

to predict what words could be used to complete the sentence regarding the
use of the apostrophe.

The apostrophe is used to show when we leave out/omit letters.

Any other rules specific to any language should follow. For a broader insight into
the use of the APOSTROPHE note the following:–

Akuapem and Asante
In Akan the apostrophe is used in a contracted form when a singular possessive
pronoun possesses an object that begins with the vowels “a” or “e”:

Me (I) + adaka (box) – m’adaka
Wo (your) + ankaa (orange) – w’ankaa
Ne (his/her) + adamfo (friend) – n’adamfo
Me (I) + ani (eye) – m’ani

In all the above examples, the vowel in the possessive is elided and the
apostrophe is put in its place.

There are other types of contracted forms like the combination of a pronoun
subject (singular) and the perfect marker “a” where no apostrophe is used, e.g.:

Me (I) + a + ba = maba – I have come
Ø (no) + a + di = øadi wadi – He/she has eaten

Earlier Akan grammarians used the term “Ogyaw ns#nkyer#nne” for the
apostrophe. The term “Ogyaw ns#nkyer#nne” literally means “elision symbol”.

The term thus covers all types of elision, which includes the apostrophe. It is
being firmly suggested that since the apostrophe is used only in possessive
constructions, it would be apt to refer to it as:

ødede ns#nkyer#nne
↓ ↓

possessive symbol
The term “ødede” (possessive) is also viewed conceptually as: 
Ø (no) de   (a) de
his/her own thing. 
That is, “he/she who owns a thing”.
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Dagaare
The apostrophe does not indicate possession, as in English. Rather, it indicates
elision or omission of a letter in some words during contraction (i.e. when two
words are brought together to form one word).

Usually, the last vowel of some verbs, linkers, or negative markers that
precede some pronouns, is omitted. Mostly the verb, linker or negative marker
takes the last vowel sound of the pronoun following it. Indeed this vowel sound is
prolonged/doubled to produce a long vowel.

Dagaare Written  Read English   

ny# (to see) + a (them) ny’a nyaa see them  
bare (to leave) + o (s/he/it) bar’o baroo leave him/her/it 
ne (and/with) + o (s/he/it) n’o noo and/with him/her/it 
ka (that/and) + y# (you, plural) k’# k## and/that you (plural)
ka (that/and) + fo (you, singular) k’ø køø and/that you (singular)

Note: These short forms (contractions) like “didn’t”, “I’ll” as in English are not
used very much in formal writing. We may however see them in poems, reported
speech and informal writing like personal letters.

Dagbani
In Dagbani, the apostrophe does not indicate possession as it does in the English
language. It however indicates the omission of either a letter or letters (syllable)
in some words.

As in Ewe, when the first part of a compound noun is qualified by an adjective
and the second part begins with a vowel, then the vowel ending the noun is
dropped and in its place the apostrophe is used.

The apostrophe in this case is known in Dagbani as “˙maai bani bia”, meaning
“omission sign”. In Dagbani nouns precede adjectives in sentences.

Dagbani Written English  

Noo + Ωzee No’Ωee Red fowl  
Tia + titali Ti’titali Big tree  
Pi#≈u + pi#lli Pi#’pi#lli White sheep  
Puli + bila Pu’bila Small stomach 

N.B. Noo – fowl                Ûee – red
Tia – tree                 Titali – big
Pi#≈u – sheep              Pi#lli – white
Puli – stomach            Bila – small

Dangme
The apostrophe (’) – “Asinø” – is used to show that one or more letters have been
omitted, particularly when showing or indicating possession as in the following:

a Ye nø’i (It’s mine)
b O nø’i (It’s yours)
c Ny# nø’i (It’s yours – plural)
d Wa nø’i (It’s theirs)

The apostrophe is also used to show that a letter or letters have been
suppressed in a word for convenience. This is allowed only in speech or in poetry.

Examples:
O’# l# – O n# l# (Here he is.)
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K# o pee ’# k##? K# o pee l# k##? (What have you done to him?/How did 
you do it?)

Ewe
In the Ewe language the apostrophe does not indicate possession as it does in the
English language. It however indicates the omission of letters in some words.

When the first part of a compound noun is qualified by an adjective and the
second part begins with a vowel, then the vowel is dropped and in its place the
apostrophe is used. 

Ewe English 

– agbeli dzekpolo’gble Hard cassava farm
(agbeligble) (cassava farm)

– de gbegble’ mi Spoiled palmnut oil
(demi) (palmnut oil)

– amøwø ma√ãma√ã kplê unleavened dough porridge
(amøwøkplê) (dough porridge)  

The adjectives are underlined.

Where a possessive case is followed by another noun which begins with a vowel,
the apostrophe may be used in place of the vowel, because the word “fe” which
indicates possession is taken for granted.

Ewe English

Gbe ˚u’ ∂a˚u∂ola Language advisor
(Gbe ˚u ƒe a∂a˚u∂ola)

Nenem’ mewo Those kinds of people
(Nenem ƒe amewo)

E√egbe søsrç ’gbalê Ewe study book
(E√egbe søsrç ƒe agbalê) 

Note that all the nouns/words with the apostrophe should normally begin with
the vowel “a”. In some traditional poetry/songs the apostrophe indicates the
omission of letters in some words.

Ewe English

Zã ’ia do This nightfall
(Zã sia do)

Dzøgbese ’ia This Creator-God
(Dzøgbese sia)

Ha li wu ’ia (If) there is a song more than this
(Ha li wu esia) 

In speech (especially in some dialects of the Ewe language e.g. Anlo) the word
“sia” is actually “yia”. So, if “yia” is written in place of “sia”, it is the semi-vowel
“y” which may be dropped for the apostrophe.
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Fante
In Fante the apostrophe is used in the case of the possessive adjective (possessive
pronoun). The possessive pronouns in Fante are me, wo, ne and mo, wo, no. When
any of these precedes a noun that has a vowel as its initial letter, the vowel of
the possessive adjective or pronoun is elided.

The elision is then marked by an apostrophe.
Examples:
me + nan – me nan
wo + nan – wo nan
ne + nan – ne nan
mo + køn – mo køn
wo + køn – wo køn
no + køn – no køn
But
me + atar – m’atar
wo + atar – w’atar
ne + atar – n’atar

Note: It is to be noted that all other initial vowel prefixes are dropped when they
are qualified by a possessive adjective (pronoun). Such examples do not follow the
previous rules of elision. The noun, instead of the pronoun, drops its initial vowel
to achieve ease and economy of effort in pronunciation, just as the elision marked
by the apostrophe does. The use of the apostrophe does not apply.

Examples:
epo – mo po
isiam – me siam
ønantwi – me nantwi
okunyin – mo kunyin
øbøfo – mo/wo/no bøfo (creator) bøfoe (messenger)
ødabaa – me/wo/ne dabaa
oguan – me/wo/ne fadum

Culled from ‘Fante Word – List with Principles and Rules of Spelling’, Methodist
Book Depot Limited, 1967.

Ga
The Ga term for the apostrophe is “ashieko” (literally omission).
It is used solely in elision: elision of the definite article “l#”, whereby (1) there is
a whole replacement of the article in which the last vowel of the preceding word
is duplicated; (2) the lateral of the article is dropped.

Ga English 

P#ya l# ekpøtø  – P#ya ’a ekpøtø The hide is rotten
(a + l#  =  a ’a)

Wele l# wa – Wele ’# wa The pear is tough
(e + l#  =  e ’#)

T# l# egbee shi  – T# ’# egbee shi The stone has fallen
(# + l#  =  # ’#)

Tii l# edø – Tii ’# edø The tea is hot
(i + l#  =  i ’#)
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Wolo l# efø – Wolo ’# efø The paper is wet
(o + l# = o ’#)

Tø l# ejwa – Tø ’ø ejwa The bottle is broken
(ø + l# = ø ’ø)

Mu l# b# j#m# – Mu ’# b# j#m# The pomade is not there
(u + l#  =  u ’#) 

Therefore only the vowels a, # and ø are duplicated with an apostrophe between
them; the rest retain the last vowel of the noun, which is joined to the article. In
the process, the lateral, l, of “l#” is elided.
Elision of the clause marker, “l#”:
a Be ni mikpa l# ewø – Be ni mikpa ’a ewø (When I closed he was asleep) 

(a + l# = a ’a)
b Be ni mitee l# minaaa l# – Be ni mitee ’# minaaa l# (When I went I didn’t see

him) (e + l# = e ’#)
c Be ni ekw# l# jeee nakai ni – Be ni ekw# ’# jeee nakai ni (When he looked at

it, it was not so) (# + l# = # ’#)
d Be ni efi l# kotoku folo – Be ni efi ’# kotoku folo (When he tied it, it was an

empty sack) (i + l# = i ’#)
e Be ni ewo l# eedu – Be ni ewo ’#, eedu (When he lifted it, it was leaking) (o +

l# = o ’#)
f Be ni ewø l#, aju l# – Be ni ewø ’ø, aju l# (When he slept, he was robbed) (ø +

l# = ø ’ø)
g Be ni tso l# ku l# egbee enø – Be ni tso ’# ku ’# egbee enø) (When the tree

fell, it fell on him) (u + l# = u ’#)
The result of either the definite article (l#) or the clause marker (l#) in

combination with either the noun, or the clause, is the same: a, #, ø are
duplicated whilst the rest drop the l of “l#”.

Used in lyrics of songs and poetry, to retain (or maintain) the rhythm or time
beats.

Used to transcribe the spoken form:
Examples:
Mitee dã (I’m gone) – M’tee dã
Mibana bo (I’ll see you) – M’bana bo
Mikane f## (I’ve counted all) – M’kane f##
Mida l# shi (I thanked him) – M’da l# shi
Mifee f## (I’ve done all) – M’fee f##

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved.
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?
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2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand the value of commitment.
• Show the value of commitment in their everyday lives.
• Understand a reading passage and read with increasing confidence.
• Write sentences using the comma and the apostrophe in the correct 

place.
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UNIT 2

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to identify someone who is not committed and explain the

effects of a lack of commitment.

1. Remind pupils of the oral lesson in unit 1 when they discussed commitment.
2. In pairs pupils look at the picture. Ask:

What is everybody doing? (working in the school garden)
What is the boy doing? (nothing/he is being lazy)
Who is not being committed? (the boy)

3. Pupils discuss the questions in pairs. Encourage lots of discussion.
4. Get feedback from pupils. Ask what will happen if no one works? or one

person does not do his/her jobs on the rota?
- the plants die
- people have wasted their time helping to grow the plants so far
- people have wasted their money buying the young plants

5. Talk about the values of someone who is not committed. Stress that people
who are not committed are usually not well respected in the community and
are therefore not rewarded or accorded responsibility

6. Pupils write a list of qualities of someone who is not committed.
laziness: not willing to work or make any effort
carelessness: not showing enough care or attention

7. As a class brainstorm how pupils can show commitment at home, at school
and in the community. Write the ideas on the board. Take the best idea or
the most feasible idea and challenge pupils to do it by a certain time.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to read and understand longer passages.

Note: Map-reading is an essential reading skill and should be practised
whenever possible. Pupils should already be familiar with reading maps, which
has been taught as part of the Environmental Studies syllabus in Primary 5.

Equipment: 
Wall map of Ghana showing transportation (roads, railways, airports, air routes,
waterways).

Travelling by lorry and train

1.. Ask pupils to look at the map. Call one pupil to the front and ask him/her to
trace with their fingers the route from Yendi to Accra going via Tamale and
Kumasi. Call other pupils to repeat this exercise.

2. Discuss with pupils what problems drivers will encounter when using untarred
roads. Elicit from the pupils some of the key vocabulary, such as rainy season,
stuck in the mud, dirt road, muddy, untarred road, impassable.

3. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
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Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12..Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13..Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to recognise specific punctuation marks – colon and 

semi-colon.
Note: Colons and semi-colons were taught in Primary 5. 

1. Ask pupils to read the sentences, pointing to the colons and semi-colons.
2. Let pupils know that the colon is used before a list of items or examples.

The semi-colon on the other hand almost replaces a full stop. The sentences on
either side of the semi-colon should be full sentences with a verb and subject.
The semi-colon is used instead of the full stop because the two sentences are
intimately linked – the latter usually explaining the former.

3.. Ask pupils to write out the sentences into their exercise books inserting the
colon or the semi-colon where they think appropriate. 

4.. Take in the exercise books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to extent to
which the unit objectives have been achieved.
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
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• Understand the value of commitment.
• Show the value of commitment in their everyday lives.
• Understand a reading passage and read with increasing confidence.
• Understand how to read a road map of Ghana.
• Correct sentences using the colon and the semi-colon.
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UNIT 3

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

• To enable pupils to talk about deforestation and describe and understand what
soil erosion is.

1. Pupils look at the picture in the reading passage. Ask:
What is happening? (trees are being chopped down, loaded onto lorries)
Where will the trees go? (to the wood markets)
Are there any trees left? (no)
Why do people chop down trees? (to sell for their wood/to use for firewood)
What happens to the soil after the trees are taken away? (the topsoil blows
away because it is not held in place by the roots of the trees)

2. Pupils discuss the questions in pairs.
3. Get feedback. Stress that we cut down trees for firewood, to make furniture

etc (ie for human use), to make paper etc but deforestation occurs when we
cut down all the trees and do not replant.

4. As a whole class brainstorm all the items that a tree gives us. e.g.
a. shade
b. cuts down CO2 emissions/reduces amount of carbon dioxide in the air 

and therefore helps prevent global warming
c. breaks wind and stops people’s roofs blowing away and crops being 

flattened
d. beauty
e. keeps the soil in place/roots hold the soil in place and stop gullies 

forming
5. Now brainstorm with pupils why it is important not to cut down trees.

- to avoid soil erosion
- to avoid global warming
- to avoid making the environment too hot
- to avoid worsening the effects of bad weather

6. Pupils should write a definition of deforestation and soil erosion in their
exercise books.

7. Pupils read out their definitions.
8. Less able pupils can draw a picture of a tree and write a sentence about what

trees give us.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Where have all the forests gone?

1. Discuss the pre-reading questions with pupils.
2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.

Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
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3 When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4 Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5 Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
6 Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7 Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8 Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9 After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
10 Role play part (five lines) of the dialogue with a good reader. You read the

part of the farmer and the pupil can read the part of the hunter.
11 Now choose another good reader and swap roles, you the teacher reading

the2part of the hunter and the pupil reading the part of the farmer.
12 Put pupils in pairs. Pupil A is the farmer, Pupil B is the hunter. Ask pupils

to practise the dialogue in pairs.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to recognise specific punctuation marks.

Note: quotation marks were taught in Primary 4 and Primary 5, and pupils
should be able to identify the major use of quotation marks, that is for
marking direct speech. 

1. Write the words “Quotation marks/symbols” on the chalkboard.
2. Ask pupils if they can remember what quotation marks look like and ask one

pupil to write the quotation marks/symbols (“   ”) on the chalkboard.
3. Ask pupils to look at the example sentences in their books and point to the

quotation marks.
4. Ask pupils to look at the first sentence and discuss why quotation marks were

used (to indicate the exact words of the Assembly Man). Then ask individual
pupils to guess the words which are missing from the rule. Do the same for
the other sentences and rules.

1 Quotation marks are used to separate the words someone says/direct
speech from the rest of the sentence.

2 Quotation marks are used to separate the name of a book or
newspaper from the rest of a sentence.

3 In Ghanaian languages, quotation marks are used to identify words
which are foreign and do not have Ghanaian language equivalents.

5. Talk about punctuation with quotation marks: that is, the use of the comma
which comes directly before the end of the quotation or inside the quotation
marks; the use of the comma to separate direct speech from the rest of the
sentence or outside the quotation marks; the use of capital letters at the
beginning of the quotation. Remind pupils that at times only one inverted
comma is used.

‘Bring me the book’, the teacher said.
6 Ask pupils to copy the sentences in the Pupil’s Book into their exercise books,
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inserting quotation marks at the appropriate places.
7. Ask pupils to look back at the reading passage. Ask a pupil to come up to the

chalkboard and write the first line of the dialogue using quotation marks.
8. Ask pupils to do the same for the first six lines of the reading passage in

their exercise books.
9. Collect the pupils’ exercise books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. This unit offered the
pupils the chance to perform the play/reading passage? Did this change how the
pupils enjoyed the reading lesson?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand what deforestation is.
• Understand the value of a tree.
• Understand a reading passage and read aloud a play with enjoyment.
• Correct sentences using quotation marks.
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UNIT 4

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to identify building in waterways as a factor which causes

destruction of the environment.

1. Pupils look at the picture in pairs. Ask:
What is happening? (the house is flooding/water is flowing through the house)
What has happened to the furniture? (it is floating away on the river)
Where is the water coming from? (the river)
Where is the house? (built on the course of the river)
Was this a wise place to build a house? (no)

2. Pupils discuss the questions in pairs.
3. Get feedback from the pupils. Establish that building in waterways is foolish

not only because your own house is at risk of flooding but also because if a
river course is diverted then your neighbour’s house will also flood – the
water has to go somewhere. You are being selfish and causing flooding to
others by building in a waterway.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

The three street boys

1 Discuss question 1 in detail with pupils to elicit some of the key vocabulary.
You could discuss with pupils why some less privileged children have to resort
to working to look after themselves rather than going to school. Discuss why
such things happen as teenage pregnancies, irresponsibility on the part of
parents, other social vices such as rape, etc. You should also discuss why there
is the need to grow up to become responsible parents.

2 Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

3 When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4  Ask pupils to form sentences with the words.
5  Ask pupils to read the passage and the comprehension questions once through

silently.
6 Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7 Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8 Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9 After reading, in groups of three, pupils practise the play.
10 choose several groups to come to the front and perform the play.
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WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to use the puctuation marks appropriately (exclamation

marks).

1 Write the exclamation sign (!) on the board.
2 Ask pupils to read the four sentences and talk about how the person is feeling

when they say the sentence. The first sentence shows that the person is
happy, the second sentence shows that the person is surprised and the third
sentence shows that the person is unhappy. The fourth sentence is a command
– usually the person wants something done quickly or urgently. The
exclamation mark always comes at the end of a sentence.

3 Go through the exercise with the pupils, discussing each sentence and deciding
whether the words sound surprised, happy, unhappy or whether the sentence
is a command or not.

4 Ask pupils to write out the sentences into their exercise book inserting the
correct punctuation.

5 Take in the pupils’ exercise books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. This unit offered the
pupils the chance to perform the play/reading passage? Did this change how the
pupils enjoyed the reading lesson?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand that building in waterways destroys the environment.
• Understand a play and perform a play with increasing confidence.
• Recognise when to use the exclamation mark and use it in the correct 

place.
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UNIT 5

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

• To enable pupils to talk about how natural factors/storms can destroy the
environment.

1. Remind pupils that last unit they talked about how building in waterways can
destroy the environment.

2. Tell pupils that this week they are going to talk about how natural factors can
destroy the environment.

3. Brainstorm with pupils all the natural disasters that can happen: eg storms,
hurricanes, floods, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes etc.

4. Pupils look at the picture in pairs. Ask:
What is the weather like? (it is stormy)
How do you know? (the trees are bending in the wind and the roof is flying
off).
What do you do in a storm?

5. Pupils discuss the questions in pairs.
6. Get feedback from the pupils.
7. Ask several less able pupils to talk about what usually gets damaged in a

storm.
8. Ask several more able pupils to talk about what people in the community as a

whole do when there is a storm warning.
9. Brainstorm as a class the things you can do to minimise the damage of a

storm. e.g.
plant trees
make sure the roof is securely fastened
repair and maintain buildings to a high standard

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.
Note: You will probably have to do some research with knowledgeable people
in your area to find out the names of exact species of trees which are
indigenous to your area.

Trees and forests

1. Ask pupils if they know the names of any trees which grow in the locality.
2.  Ask pupils if they know where the forests are in their locality. If there are

areas of forest, ask them for the name of the forest and the types of trees that
they see there.

3. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
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5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to use the punctuation marks appropriately.

1. Ask pupils to read the short text.
2. Tell them that they need to punctuate the text. Ask them in pairs to first

decide where each sentence begins and ends. Go over this with the pupils to
make sure that all pupils know the answers.

3. Then ask them to start punctuating by inserting the capital letters. They will
need to use capital letters for the beginning of sentences and for people’s
names and titles.

4. Then ask pupils to insert the full stops.
5. Then ask pupils to decide if any of the text tells the exact words someone

says. Ask pupils to insert the quotation marks and any relevant commas
necessary for quotation marks.

6. Next ask pupils to insert the commas. They should use commas in lists of
nouns (and adjectives).

7. Then ask pupils to read each sentence and decide if it is a question. Ask
pupils to insert question marks where appropriate.

8. Lastly ask pupils to read through the text one last time and insert any
apostrophes needed to show omission (not in English) and possession (relevant
in English but not necessarily so in the Ghanaian languages).

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. This unit revises all the
punctuation marks learnt from units 1-4. Were the pupils able to recognise when
they should use punctuation marks in a freer exercise?
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
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Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand that there are natural disasters but we can minimise the 
damage.

• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 
confidence.

• Recognise when to use punctuation marks and use them in the correct 
place.
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UNIT 6

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to discuss the causes, effects and prevention of flooding

through careless littering.

1. Ask pupils to read the three questions in their books silently.
2. Ask pupils to work in pairs and answer questions 1-3 in their books together.

Get feedback.
3. Highlight the effects of choked gutters on the environment with pupils:

Effects
Rain water cannot flow freely because the gutters are choked with
plastic/objects which do not biodegrade.
Houses are often flooded when it rains.
Stagnant water increases flies and mosquitoes which cause serious disease.
Stench from the stagnant water is unpleasant.

Solutions
Avoid throwing rubbish into gutters and streets.
Avoid indiscriminate defecation.
Provide public toilets and incinerators/rubbish dumps.
Regular desilting of gutters.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to read and answer questions based on the passage.

Equipment: 
Map of west Africa showing transportation.

Letter from Abidjan

1 Ask pupils to look at the map. Call a pupil to come to the front and point to
the cities of Accra and Abidjan. Call another pupil to the front to indicate the
airports for these two cities.

2 Ask pupils to discuss in pairs where they would like to go by plane.
Encourage their imagination by asking them to talk about flying long
distances to more cities in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire as well as other countries
in Africa. 

3 Discuss with pupils the main things Kofi mentions in his letter – the
hospitality of his hosts, the visits he pays, the beauty of the city etc.

4 Ask pupils what things they might need to do before they travel anywhere by
plane. Try and identify and list some of the key words such as airport, plane,
take off, hostess/stewardess etc.

5 Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
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6 When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
7 Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
8 Ask pupils to read through the letter and the comprehension questions

silently.
9 Ask the pupils to read the letter again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
10 Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
11 Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
12 After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

13 Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
14 Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

15 Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to resequence and write letters to friends and relations.

1 Ask the pupils to look back at the reading passage.
2 Ask the pupils in pairs to point to Kofi’s address – that is, his address in

Abidjan. Go round the class making sure that pupils have their fingers on the
correct address.

3 On the chalkboard draw the outline of a model letter and insert the outline of
a box where the writer’s address goes.

4 Do the same for the date, the opening salutation, the body of the letter, the
valediction and the signature.

5 Ask pupils to look at the different parts of the letter. Explain to them that
Kofi has written another letter to his parents but that the letter gets torn.
Ask the pupils to put the different parts of the letter in order. The order
should be as follows:
1: para 4; 2: para 6; 3: para 3; 4: para 8; 5: para 1; 6: para 2; 7: para 5; 
8: para 7.

6 Encourage pupils to work out the order by referring back to the reading
passage and using deduction: for example, paragraph 4 (Dear Mum and Dad)
has to be the opening salutation and paragraph 6 the opening statement in his
letter; paragraph 7 (your son Kofi) should be the closing line. Explain that
although paragraphs 5 and 2 are interchangeable, the order of the other
paragraphs must be in the order given (see above).

7 Once you have established the correct order with the pupils ask them to write
the letter in their exercise books, using the correct layout – that is, inserting
Kofi’s address in Abidjan, and the date.
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Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. This unit revises the
theme of the environment. Were the pupils able to understand and identify factors
that negatively affect the environment? 
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand that choked gutters and careless littering increase flood risk.
• Understand a letter and the concept of a pen pal from a different 

country.
• Resequence and write a letter to a friend.
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UNIT 7

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

• To enable pupils to talk about tree planting as a means of preventing
environmental degradation.

1. Revise with pupils the meaning of deforestation: cutting down trees until the
soil is bare without replanting trees.

2. Pupils look at the picture in pairs. Ask:
What is the girl doing? (planting a tree)
What is the boy doing? (watering tree saplings)
Why do you think they are doing this?

3. Pupils read and answer the questions below the picture.
4. Elicit answers from pupils. Remind pupils of the benefits of trees:

a. Stops global warming
b. Gives shade
c. Looks beautiful
d. Prevents the worst effects of storms by breaking winds

5. Pupils write four sentences on the importance of planting trees to prevent
environmental degradation.

6. Less able pupils can draw a picture of a tree and write a sentence about why
it is important to plant trees.

7. More able pupils can find out more about the types of trees that occur
naturally in their environment.

8. See if you can find a tree sapling and plant it together with your class. Make
sure they know they are responsible for keeping it watered on a daily basis
especially in the first year.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Shade trees

1. Put pupils in pairs. Ask them to look at the picture in the reading passage
and establish that people, young and old, are relaxing under a tree, playing
games.

2. Ask pupils to answer pre-reading questions orally in pairs.
3. Read out the first of the sentences with underlined words. Ask pupils if they

can explain the underlined word. It is a key word or phrase that appears in
the reading passage. Do the same for the other sentences.

4. When pupils understand the underlined words, put them in pairs. Give each
pair one of the underlined words and ask them to write a sentence of their
own using the underlined word.
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5. Get feedback from the pupils, writing each sentence on the chalkboard. Praise
all the pupils for their efforts as this exercise is demanding.

6. Ask pupils to read the comprehension questions and then read the passage
silently.

7. Put pupils in pairs and ask them to answer the comprehension questions
together. Go round monitoring pupils’ work.

8. Get feedback from the pupils, writing the answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go round the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write a letter to a penpal describing their school.

1 Copy the table onto the chalkboard before the lesson starts.
2 Draw the school compound on the board from the information supplied in the

table. 
3 Together with pupils look at the number of classrooms and offices, what is in

the compound and the activities held in the compound. 
4 Now ask pupils in pairs to draw the same table and fill in the table with

similar information about their own school.
5 Go round the class monitoring what pupils are saying and making sure they

are filling in the table correctly. Note that the pupils are only making notes
about their school so they do not have to use complete sentences.

6 For homework ask pupils to use the information in the table to write a letter
to Lasan describing their school, using the correct layout. If you feel it is
necessary you could revise the layout of a letter and write the letter together
with the pupils up to the first sentence of the body of the letter.

7 This is a difficult exercise as pupils are required to transform the information
from the table into letter format. The emphasis on this unit should rest on the
letter format. Give lots of praise for all efforts made. For less able pupils ask
them to draw a picture of their school and write a letter to their friend/pan
pal giving one sentence to describe their school.

8 More able pupils should concentrate on the accuracy of their letter format.
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Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The writing exercise
asked pupils to write a letter describing their school from notes made in the class.
How successful were pupils in this freer exercise?
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Understand we can maintain the environment by planting trees.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Transfer information from a table and use it to write a letter to a pen pal.
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UNIT 8

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

•   To enable pupils to talk about terracing as a way of checking soil erosion and
gullying.

1. Pupils look at the picture in pairs. Ask:
What is the man doing? (planting corn/millet)
Where is he doing it? (on the side of a hill)
How can he do this? (because he has made ‘steps’ in the ground)
Why has he terraced the ground? (to stop soil erosion/the ground sliding 
away down the mountain)

2.  Note that the concept of terracing may be new to many pupils in areas which
are flat. Terracing is a strategy for using ground and stopping soil erosion in
areas which are hilly such as the Volta Region and Eastern Region (Kwahu
plains).

3. Pupils read and discuss the questions in pairs. Get feedback from pupils.
4. If pupils do not live in hilly areas encourage them to think of ways in which

they can use the information to stop soil erosion in their areas – ie filling
cracks and gullies/shoring up land areas known for soil erosion with steps of
land.

5. Stress that there are many ways of checking environmental degradation. Elicit
from pupils as many other ways as they can think of:

- education
- reusing plastic bags
- reducing the amount of plastic bags we use/using baskets to carry goods
- recycling items where possible
- not carelessly littering
- replanting trees where possible

6. Pupils write a short paragraph on four ways of maintaining the environment.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Travelling by plane

Equipment: 
Map of Ghana showing transportation (roads, railways, airports, air routes,
waterways).

1 Ask pupils to look at the map. 
2 Invite a few pupils to the front to find the symbol indicating an airport.
3 Ask pupils to discuss, in pairs, where they would like to go by plane. Encourage
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their imagination by asking them to talk about flying long distances to different
continents such as America, Australia, and countries in Asia and Europe, as well
as countries in Africa. Ask pupils why they want to go to such places.

4 Ask pupils what things they might need to do before they travel anywhere by
plane. Try and elicit some of the key vocabulary such as passport, visa,
vaccination, buying the ticket. 

5 Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

6 When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
7 Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
8 Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions silently.
9 Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
10 Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
11 Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
12 After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
13 Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
14 Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

15 Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write letters to friends telling then about the latest

events in your community.

1. Name a recent event in the community and ask pupils what they remember
about it.

2. In pairs pupils make a list of recent events in their community.
3. Elicit all the events from pupils.
4. Choose one event and build up a report on the event by asking

When did it take place?
Where did it take place?
Who took part?
What happened?
Why was it important?
How does everyone feel now about the event?

5. Write pupils sentences on the board building up the report together with
pupils. Concentrate on making longer more interesting sentences by asking
pupils for describing adjectives and adverbs.

6. Rub the report off the board.
7. Pupils can either choose the event written together or choose an event of their

own and build up a report similar to the one you have done together.
8. Pupils read aloud their report to their partners. Their partner should give one

idea for improving the report.
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9. Pupils write a letter to their friend describing a recent event in their
community. If necessary revise with pupils the format of a letter.

10. Less able pupils can draw a picture of the event and write three sentences
about the event.

11. More able pupils should concentrate on accuracy of the letter format after
planning and writing an interesting report.

12. Encourage all pupils to reread their work looking for errors of punctuation
and spelling.

13. Take in work and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The writing lesson asks
pupils to transfer information about a recent event to the format of a letter. How
successful were pupils in this freer exercise?
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand that there are ways of preventing or stopping environmental 
degradation.

• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 
confidence.

• Write a letter to a friend about a recent event.
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UNIT 9

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to demonstrate how to play traditional games and enjoy

them.

Equipment
As many ludo boards, oware sets, draughts boards etc. as you can find or borrow
from colleagues in order to organise a traditional game competition.

1. Put pupils in pairs and ask them to think of traditional games they know.
2. Ask them to mention them, writing the most common ones on the chalkboard.

Ask them to mention those common with adults and those common to children
and both.

3. Choose one game after the other and, together, discuss how it is played. 
4. Now ask each group to suggest a traditional game. After each suggestion, ask

the rest of the class if they agree that the game is a traditional game. Write
all the suggestions on the chalkboard.

5. Together with the children, create three columns on the board – one for
adults, one for children, one for both.

6. Now ask the class to look at the first traditional game on the chalkboard and
decide if the game is played by adults or children or both. Write the game
under the appropriate column when you have elicited the correct answer. Do
the same for the second game on the list.

7. Ask pupils in pairs to classify all the remaining games that are listed on the
chalkboard. 

8. After five minutes, ask pairs for their opinions about where each traditional
game should be classified. You should end up with a table similar to the
following:

Children Adults Both 

Marbles                Nya≈ili n ya≈ili    Draughts   
Asesaw                 Japaa bulø ncho˚  Cards
Ødo Hanketse         Kal#
Hide and Seek        Njurø˚
Ampe (girls)           Ketar
Kyekye-kule           Feila
Poømo                  Kodu kodu
Gollaa                  Anye kre beyu
Gbile˚gbi               Akulo˚ku chøbi 
Søgloo                  Mollaa
Kuryee Kuryee
Kuraya Kuraya
Marigili, Marigili
Sulingbari gbari
Bi#≈u Mooya
Tuutire
˙mana˚mana

Oware
Ludo
Otor
Snakes-and-
Ladders
Tug of War
Bie boroo
Køøre
Bawaa
Anlee/Anyee
Dalaa
Dogo
Gyase
Wøli
Dara
Kibi
Dra  
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9. Ask pupils in pairs to choose one game played by children and one game
played by adults and to describe how to play it. Guide them to do so by
asking them to think about the following:

Where the game is played.
The time it is played.
Number of people who play it.
Is it played on a scoring basis?
What happens at the end of the game?

10. Tell the class you are going to have a games competition. Choose three games
which you think your class would like to play (examples: ludo, oware and tug
of war). Ask children what game they would like to play and organise them
into relevant pairs or opposing teams for each game. Tell pairs or opposing
teams to bring the appropriate board or equipment to the next class to play
the game.

11. On the day of the competition, organise that the winners of each round play
each other so that you get an overall winner for each game. Losers should
also play each other or choose to play another game while the overall
champion is being decided.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Tema Harbour
1. Ask pupils to look at the picture.
2. In pairs pupils answer pre-reading questions orally in pairs.
3. Read out the first of the sentences with underlined words. Ask pupils if they

can explain the underlined word. It is a key word or phrase that appears in
the reading passage. Do the same for the other sentences.

4. When pupils understand the underlined words, put them in pairs. Give each
pair one of the underlined words and ask them to write a sentence of their
own using the underlined word.

5. Put the pupils into reading groups of four. The pupils should have
approximately the same level of reading in each group.

6. Ask groups to read the passage once through silently.
7. Check that everybody has read the passage. Ask one of the pupils to read out

the first comprehension question.
8. Ask groups to read through the passage to find the answer, to check their

answer with their group and then to put up their hands when they think they
have the correct answer.

9. Ask one group for the answer to the question. Ask other pupils if they agree
with the group’s reply.

10. Ask the groups to answer the remaining comprehension questions between
themselves. Pupils should take turns to ask the question.

11. Go round monitoring the pupils work.
12. Get feedback in a whole class session. Each group should provide the answer

to one question.
13. Pupils write answers to the comprehension questions in their exercise books.
14. Take in books and mark.
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15. After reading, practise read aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

16. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other
while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

17. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write letters to friends on the game or sport they like.

1. Before the lesson, copy the table onto the chalkboard, but leave both columns 
empty. 

2. Ask the pupils to look at the table on the chalkboard. Ask them to imagine
that they play for the school football team and they have to describe the
game.

3 Elicit answers from pupils and build up the table with pupils.
4 Now ask pupils to create a table in their exercise book for their favourite

sport and to fill in the table with notes about their favourite sport.
5. Go round the class monitoring what pupils are doing.
6. For homework, ask pupils to write a letter to their brother or sister telling

them about their favourite sport. Remind them to use the correct layout,
directing them to previous example letters if necessary.

7. Less able pupils should write a letter to their friend including a picture of the
sport they like best and one sentence about where/when they play their sport.

8. More able pupils should concentrate on accuracy in the format of the letter
and writing longer more interesting sentences by using adjectives, adverbs and
conjunctions.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson of this
unit asked pupils to play and take part in traditional games. Were they able to do
this showing good sportsmanship? The reading lesson used group reading. Did this
make a difference to how the pupils enjoyed the reading passage? The writing
lesson asks pupils to transfer information about their favourite sport or game to
the format of a letter. How successful were pupils in this freer exercise?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?
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2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about and play traditional games showing good sportsmanship.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a letter talking about the sport or game they like best.
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UNIT 10

EVALUATION

Specific Objective
• Work done in the first term (units 1-9) will be evaluated.

LISTENING  SKILLS

Listening

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to listen carefully for specific information will be assessed.

1 Ask children to read the questions carefully and listen to the passage.
2 Read the passage at normal speed.
3 Ask children to read the questions again.
4 Read the passage for the second time, at normal speed.
5 Ask children to answer the questions.
6 Take in pupils’ work and mark.

Listening Comprehension Passage

Akuapem
Na Mante y# m’adamfo a me ne no bø kesua taforo. Me de, na m’awofo y#
ahiafo, nanso m’adamfo yi awofo y# asikafo a wøanya wøn ho tam a #s# w’ani,
na #ns# wo kakyer#. So na ahia m’awofo ampa? Dabi, na #nte sa. Na enhiaa
y#n buruburoo saa. Mmom #tø da a, yentumi nnya aduan nni mpr#nsa.

Daa na metaa de m’adamfo no fidua mu ns#m toto me de ho. Nea na ekum
me koraa ne s# da biara m’adamfo yi papa ankasa ara na øde no tena ne
“benz” kaa f#f# bi mu ba sukuu. Me de, ohianiwa, mede trøtrø na #ba, esiane s#
na memp# s# me nnamfonom behu s# me papa y# obi a øka taksii. Saa bere no,
na mibu me papa adwuma yi s# adwuma hunu bi. Mmom minyin yi, mahu s#
na #y# adwuma pa a edi mu papa. Nokware, mprempren migye to mu s#
m’awofo fii wøn br# nyinaa mu p#e s# wøma m’ani gye wø asetena mu.

Mprempren de, mahu no turodoo s#, #ny# s# na nea m’awofo wø no na na
esua, na mmom me na m’ani ansø nea na y#wø no.

Da biara na Mante de nnøkønnøkøwade bebree ba sukuu, na øma me bi di
mee twom.

Na mihu ne sukuu atade no a, na merewu. Na #y# me s# gyama wøkra fii
Aburokyiri. Mihu ne sika wøøkye a #bø ne nsa no a, na m’ani ay# køø s# ogya.
Da biara øhy# mpaboa foforo ba sukuu. M’ani bobø eyinom nyinaa so a, metaa
si apini ka s#, Onyame ammø me yiye.

Af#f#de yi nyinaa akyi no, na mihu s# m’adamfo no ani nnye koraa. Da
biara me ne no di nkømmø a, nea metaa ka ara ne s#: Mante, minya wo may#.
Nanso nea na m’adamfo yi ka kyer# me ne s#: Sakyi, s#nea wote biara, ma
w’ani nsø, na mpanyin se, “apuene baabiara nnwoe”.
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Asante
Me ne Ibrahim y# nnamfo ber#boø. Ohia wø me fie, nanso na sika abu
m’adamfo no awofoø so sei tam. Mebøø ohia? ‹y#!/Yoo! ‹nhiaa y#n saa, na
mmom da bi wø hø a, na ay# den ama y#n s# y#n nsa b#kø y#n ano mpr#nsa
(da koro).

Da biara na mede m’adamfo no awofoø asetenam toto m’awofoø de# ho.
M’adamfo no awofoø de no tena Mercedes Benz kaa mu ba sukuu. Na me nso
meto santen køfa bøøso, #firi s# na memp# s# me nnamfo a me ne wøn wø
sukuu mu no b#hunu s# me papa y# taksi drøba. Saa ber# no, na mebu no s#
adwuma no ny# adwuma a obuo wø mu, akyire yi ansa na mehunuu s#
animuonyam wø mu.

Nokor# ni, #s# s# mepae mu ka s# kakra biara a m’awofoø wø no, wøde ma
me ma m’ani gye yie.

Nokor# mu, na me haw no mfiri nni a m’awofoø nni bie so, na mmom me na
mamfa m’awofoø asetenam abrabø s#de# #te# no.

S# Ibrahim reba sukuu a, øde nnøkønnøkøwade# bebree br# me. ‹wom na
y#n nyinaa hy# sukuu ntaade# korø de#, nanso na m’ani bere no. Na menim s#
wøkra ne ntaade# no firi amannøne br# no.

‹y# na mewia m’ani hw# sika wakye ne n’asopatere a øhy# ba sukuu a,
menya adwene s# Onyame ammø me yie.

Agyapade# yi nyinaa akyi no, na m’adamfo no ani nnye. Daa na meka kyer#
no s#, merenya no ayø. Nanso m’adamfo no ka kyer## me s#. “Wote tuutuu a,
wø bi di, na ebia na #y# #manetire.”

Dagaare
Maa n# Diyoø da e la zømenne. N yideme da e la nandaama ky# n zøme˚a
noba da sere˚ e la bondaama. N yeli ka nandaano˚ yaa? Tøø! Te da ba e
nandaama togtogi, ky# a da ma˚ wa ta la wagre mine ka te bebi-yeni noøre
bondirii y#l# e tuo.

N da ma˚ de la n zøme˚a yideme manne ne n yideme. O saa da ma˚ de o la
ne Mercedes Benz toli˚ kaar a wa ne sakuuri. N da ma˚ fãã la ky# kp# boøso
bonso N da ba boøra ka N kp# n saa kaar ka n sakuuri zømenne ba˚ ka n saa
e la taasêê doraba. A wagre na N da te#re ka. 

Taasee mømo ba e gyerem# toma, a taa l##˚ ka N wa te ba˚ a yelme˚a a
puori˚. Ferebo la ka N sage di ka n saa ne n ma da mø la ba moøbo zaa a na
e ka n poø p#le a ne a fêê na ba na˚ taa. Yelme˚a, pampana N ba˚ ka a y#l#
ba yi n saa ne n ma na˚ e nandaama zui˚, ky# maa la da ba sagra ka te na
kpe#r# a l#.

Bebiri saa Diyoø da ma˚ taa la tøfere yaga l# a wa ne a sakuuri ka te po˚.
A o bonsuuri na˚ da e a te yuniføm gba, ky# N da ma˚ er# la nyuuri ne a. N
da ba˚ ka ba da la o deme nasa-te˚a poø.

Gb## yaga N da ma˚ søgle b#lle la o salma gogo ane a golaase iru˚ iru˚ o
na˚ ma˚ e˚ bebiri zaa, a yeli ka Naa˚mene ba e ma velaa.

Ane a O bontaa ama zaa ky# n zøme˚a poø da ba ma˚ p#le. N da ma˚ yeli
ko o la N na˚ te#re ka ka maa˚ da waa o waabo na. Ky# yeli na n zøme˚a na˚
da yeli ko ma la: “Taa pope#lo˚ ne bon na fo na˚ taa, Nyuuri, bonso a ba wuli
ka bonzaa na˚ nyegr# e la salma.”
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Dagbani
M mini Ibrahim daa ny#la nira mini o zø ni achiika. N daa yila faranima yi˚
na ka n zø mi laamba ny# bundaannima. N di y#limi ni fara? Tø! Pa faranima
n-daa dii ny# ti, amaa di daa min ni˚ ka ti ka bindirigu dira dabisili puuni.

N kuli malila n laamba ma≈isiri n zø maa laamba. O ba daa yi Zaa˚dila
turinkaa m-mali o tahiri shikuru na. Boosu ka mani daa kp#ra, dama n daa je
ni n kpe m ba turinkaa ka n zønima ti ba˚ ni m ba duhirila savisi. Di saha n
daa bi mi ni tuun su˚ mbala, di daa bi yuui ka m ba˚ di y#lima˚li ni ny#
sh#li. Y#lima˚li, n laamba daa che ka n suhu pi#la ni b# bi#la sh#li b# ni daa
mali maa. Y#lima˚li, n ni mi li sh#m, mu≈isigu maa daa bi yi ni n laamba dii
ka zu≈u, di daa yila n sani dama n nini daa bi ti≈i n laamba ni mali sh#li.

Bi#≈u kam Ibrahim daa kanila shikuu ni afirima n-ti tariti ti. Di mini o
neen y#ra daa ny# shikuru n#ma maa zaa yoli, di daa mali ma la nyuli. N daa
mi ni tuure ka b# da o n#ma maa. Saha sh#li kam n daa kuli pala nina n-
lihiri o salima agogo mini namda sh#˚a o ni daa pirita, amaa ka lee galim
Naawuni o ni bi ni˚ mani yiko maa.

Di mini n daa zabiri n zø nyuli maa zaa yoli, o suhu daa kuli pi#limi. N daa
kuli y#ri o mi n suhu ni yu ni n gba di be o ni be sh#m maa. Amaa n zønima
ni daa y#ri ma sh#m n-ny#: “Che ka a nini ti≈i a ni mali sh#li, Jahinfo, pa din
ny#lisiri zaa n-ny# salima.”

Dangme
I k# Amanate ng# hu# bømi mi saminya. I je ohiafohi a weku mi, se ye hu# ø
føli l## a ng# sika saminya. An# i ng# dee ke ohiafohi ji wø lo? Aa! Tsa pi jam#
a ohiafohi kulaa ji wø. Se be kom# ng# n# wa na we niye ni n# wa yeø si et#
daa ligbi.

Be kom# ng# n# i woø ye hu# ø weku ø k# toø ye nǿ ø he. Be f## be ø, e ts#
woø l# k# woø M#sides B#nzi kaa mi k# baa sukuu. Imi l## i woø bøøsu k# baa.
I sume n# i k# ye ts# kaa a n# ba. Ke ye hu#hi n# ng# wa sukuu ø na mi ø, a
ma na maa le kaa tazi hluilø ji ye ts# ø. Jam# a be ø mi ø, i susuu kaa jam# a
ni tsumi ø pi ni tsumi kpakpa n# bumi ng# he. Pee se loko i na le anøkuale ø.
Se ma suø n# ma tu anøkuale ng# hi# ø, kaa ye føli øm# gboø dengme n# a ha
mi nǿ ko bøø n# a ng# ø, bø n# pee n# ma na bua jømi. Anøkuale ji kaa, amlø
n# ø n# i na le ø, tsa pi ye føli øm# n# a ng# nǿ ko pee, kaa a be nǿ ko bø n#
sa. Ami mohu n# i ng# pee, ak#n# i sume n# ma ngø wa si himi ø kaa bø n# e
ng# ø.

Daa ligbi ø, Amanate woø nya mi ngøømi níhi k# baa sukuu n# e haa mi
eko. I ny#ø l# ng# e tade øm# a he, ts# be ø, wa sukuu tade ø eko nøuu n# l# hu
e woø. I le kaa l## e tade ø, a he k# je Ablotsi k# ba.

Be f## be ø, i kp#ø e sika tsu watsi ø k# tokota sløøtohi n# e woø daa ligbi ø.
K#k# ø, i piaa Mawu kaa wøø l## e pee we nǿ n# sa ha we wø.

Ng# ni nami kpøtøø n# ø kulaa mi ø, daa n# ø, ye hu# ø bua jø# e he. Daa n#
ø, i deø l# ke i na n# i ng# kaa l#. Se nǿ n# e deø mi k#k# ji: “At#, o bua n# jø
nǿ n# o ng# ø he. Tsa pi nǿ f## nǿ n# ng# kp#e ø ji sika tsu.”
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Ewe
Nye kple Ibrahim míenye xølç veviwo. Metso aƒe dahe a∂e me le esime xçnye
dzilawo ya nye gatø gãwo. Îe megblø be míeda ahea? Aã! Míeda ahe nenema
gbegbe o, gake ≈eyi≈i a∂ewo li si míete ˚u kpøa nu ∂una zi etç gbe ∂eka o.

Metsøa xçnye ƒe ƒome søna kple tønye ≈esia≈i. Fofoa køn# ∂e eƒe “Mercedes
Benz car” me vana suku ≈esia≈i. Nye ya me∂oa bøsu elabena nyemedina be
ma∂o fofonye ƒe kaa o; ne menye nenema o la, xçnyewo le suku ava nya be
tazikulae fofonye nye. Le ≈ema≈i me la, mebu be tazikuku nye dø ma∂inu a∂e
va se ∂e esime meva nya nyateƒea emegbe. Edze be ma√u eme le afi sia kura
bena dzinyelawo wøa woƒe ˚utete be yewoado dzidzø nam kple nu sue si le
yewo si la. Vavã, abe alesi menya ene la, kuxia metso dzinyelawo ƒe
numanøamesi fñu gbø o, ke bo˚ etso nye gbegbe be mada ∂e nye ƒome dzi abe
alesi wòle ene la gbø.

Ibrahim tsøa kpetike gbogbo a∂e vana suku henaa ∂em. Togbø be eƒe awuwo
nye sukuwu ko hã la, wobiãa ˚u nam. Menya be ∂e woƒle etø tso Ablotsi.
Metroa ˚ku ∂e eƒe sikawøtsi kple aføkpa vovovo siwo wòdona gbe sia gbe hebua
fø Mawu be mewøm nyuie o.

Gake togbø be xçnye ∂oa atsyç nenema hã la, dzi medzøn# gbe∂e o. Megbløna
n# ∂aa be medi be mazu eya. Gake nu si xçnye sia gbløna nam koe nye be,
“Nu si le asiwò la nedze ˚uwò, Xøse, elabena menye nu sia nu si klênae nye
sika o.”

Fante
Nna emi na Ibrahim y# any#nkofo mapã. Nna mo nkorøfo y# ehiafo, na mbom
Ibrahim n’awofo dze nna wøy# esikafo ankasa. Egye, mekãa d# mo nkorøfo y#
ehiafo a? Aa, nna y#nny# ehiafo neminemi bi, na mbom øtøfabi a yennya sika
nndzidzi mpr#nsa d# mbr# da biara y#y# no.

Daa nyina medze me ny#nko no ne fidua toto medze no ho. Da biara ne
papa dze no ba skuul wø ne Mercedes Benz kaar mu. Emi dze øy# a mefa bøøso,
osiand# nna memmp# d# metsena me papa ne kaar a øy# taksi no mu kø skuul;
nna memmp# d# m’any#nkofo no biara hu d# me papa y# taksi-draba. D#m ber
no nna m’adwen nye d# ønny# edwuma a enyidzi biara wø ho, kesii d# ekyir yi
muhun nokwarno. Øwø d# mekã to gua d#, m’awofo bøø mbødzen biara a
wobotum d# wødze kakra a wøwø no b#ma menya enyigye. D# mbr# nd# mber
yi mehu no, nokwar no nye d#, nna nny# ahonya a m’awofo nnyi, na mbom øno
nye marankasa pow a mopoow d# meb#gye me fidua ato mu d# mbr# øtse no
ara.

Da biara Ibrahim dze adøkødøkødze pii baa skuul, na ønye me dzii. Kaansa
ne ntar a øhy# no tse d# h#n nyina h#n ntar no mpo a, m’enyi beer nedze no.
Nna minyim d# nedze no wøtøø no wø aborøkyir.

Aber biara mohw## ne sika watse a øbø no kyêekyêe, ønye asopaatsee
soronko a øhy## no da biara no, na mobøø Nyankopøn sombo d# ønye me enndzi
no yie.

Naaso øbra hyer#p## yi nyina ekyir no, me ny#nko no n’enyi anngye da. Da
biara memaa ohun d# me yamu a nky# metse d# øno. Naaso dza me ny#nko no
øy# a, økã ara nye d#, “John, ma wo bo ndwe dza ewø ho, osiand# nny# dza
øhyer#n nyina na øy# sika.”
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Ga
Minaanyo waa ji Ayikwei. Eføløi y# nii sa˚˚. Shi jeee nakai ji miføløi. Wøb# nø
ko tsø. Ey# mli nakai mo˚, shi wøb# l# butuu. Esh#ø be ni wøyeee nii shii et#
y# gbi kome mli.

Mik# minaanyo l# føløi toø minø he daa. Ayikwei ts# k# l# baa skul daa gbi
y# “Mercedez Benz” tsøne mli. Bøøsu mli mitaa k#yaa skul daa gbi. Mits# Ataa
l# “taxi” tsøne kudølø ni. Efeø mi hi#gbele ak# mata etsøne l# mli. Efeø mi ak#
abuuu mø ni kudøø “taxi”. Ebash# be ko ni mina ak# mijw#˚mø l# b# mli. Fioo
ni miføløi naa l# am#k#bøø mihe mød#˚ koni mimii ash# mihe. Amrø n## mina
mile ak# jeee shika ni miføløi b#, shi mi ni miyanuuu am#shishi.

Ayikwei k# siklit#i babaoo baa skul daa gbi, ni ehaa mi eko. Mihi# kçø
eskul atade l# nø tete. Mile ak# ahe eskul atade l# y# Ablotsiri. Mik# hi˚m#i ko
kw#ø watsi ni ˚mø enineshi l#. Nakai nø˚˚ ji aspaaterei ni ewoø k#baa skul l#.
Mishwaa haa Nyø˚mø ak# efeee ni ahi.

Shi naakp## sane ji ak#, nibii wuji ni minaanyo n## naa f## s## l#, daa n##
emii sh### ehe. Nø ni mi hu mik#ø l# ji mina ni miji l#.

Shi nø ni minaanyo l# k## mi gbi ko ji ak#: “Any#mi, ha ohi# am# nø ni oyøø
l# nø, ejaak# jeee nø f## nø ni kp#l#ø ji shikatsuru.” 

Gonja
Kenu be kenumpe be kebøaya.

Ma n# Ibrahim daa la benakpa l#la nna. Mabe baasa da ma˚ kø a ji ama n
nakpa be baasa bre la damawuraana nna. N ka˚# nna betirpo aa? To anye da˚
ma˚ la lo˚ be betirpo bre, ama kar#ch# ko wøtø n# anye maa˚ ti˚ n nya shima
asa l#la n ji.

Sa˚# kik# mee ta nnakpa be la˚to be kebawøtø nna a kesar m peya. Sa˚#
kama µMesidisi B#nzi be motoka to n# mo tuto bee far a bra mo sukuru. N daa
luri bøsi nna a ba sukuru nkpalman#so n da maa sha keluri n tuto be ekulo˚
m ba sukuru n# mabraana a pin fan# n tuto la takasi be efarpo nna. Lo˚ be
jeman# na, n da˚ ma˚ nyi fan# takasi be kefar la kushu˚ l#la nna, kumobe
Kaman pø# n# m baa pin kumobe kashinte˚.

Kashinte˚ e baa par Ebør#, hali mabe baasa ka ma˚ kø amansh#rbi na gba,
kana˚kama so, bu daa pre kinishi a sa ma mabe aparshe˚. Kashinte˚to,
naniere n wu fan#, keshe˚ na da ma˚ ler nna fan# man# mabe baasa ka la
betirpo so, ama ma ere e da maa sha keshuliso fan# n shi bebolpo be kowu to
nna.

Kar#ch#kama, Ibrahim bee sulø aleewa damta nna m ba sukuru to, m baa
lara ako n sa ma. Mobe asø buuso daa par ma ga, hali a ka ma˚ kør ma peya
to na gba. N nyi fan# bu tø mo peya na nna ashi Mboronito. Mee gbel# mobe
shua be agogo n# e bee wøtø na sa˚# kik# na n# akoboti n# e bee ch#rga
kar#ch#kama a ba sukuru na n shin pulø. Ewurbør# n# kanan# a kpi# ma to na
so.

N nakpa n# mobe asø prømm ere be jiga, mobe kagbene maa fuli mo kik#.
Sa˚# kama n ti baa ka˚# mo nna, n# ma ere e da˚ nya mobe kebawøtø na.
Ama kusø n# n nakpa bee ka˚# ma ela: “Jewu, sa n# fobe kinishi e bulø kusø
n# fo kø, nkpalman#so man# kusøkama n# ku bee nyikp# so palpalpal ela shua.”
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ORAL SKILLS

• To assess pupils’ ability to understand the ways in which we can spoil and 
maintain the environment.

1. Call pupils individually to your desk. Ask them to describe deforestation.
2. Ask them to list four ways in which we spoil or hurt the environment.
3. Then ask them to list four ways of maintaining the environment.

READING SKILLS

Reading Comprehension

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to read aloud and fluently with right pronunciation and answer

questions on what has been read will be assessed.

1. Call each pupil to individually read the sentences aloud, whilst others listen.
Write down the common errors that the pupils make.

2. Go through the common difficulties with pupils to ensure that every pupil gets
the correct pronunciation.

3. Ask pupils to read the passage silently.
4. Ask pupils to read the questions.
5. Ask pupils to re-read the passage again to answer the questions.
6. Take in pupils’ work and mark.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to use correct punctuation marks and write simple friendly

letters will be assessed.

1. Ask pupils to punctuate the given passage.
2. Ask pupils to write a fifteen-sentence letter to a friend.
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UNIT 11

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To identify some role models from sport and discuss the qualities you need if

you want to be successful.

1. Elicit from pupils that the photo is of Michael Essien.
2. Pupils work together in pairs to ask and answer the questions. 
3. Get feedback from pupils.
4. Stress that Michael Essien is a famous footballer. He plays for Chelsea. He is

a striker. He is/was one of the best footballers in the world. He promotes
Ghana by being very successful at what he does. You can be proud of him and
his work.

5. Elicit from pupils some of the qualities that Michael Essien needs to be so
successful. 
- Hard work – he has to train very hard to stay fit etc
- Be determined because he wants to be the best
- Be committed to his best talent and know that he had to always turn up 
- Be disciplined to get up and train every day to reach his full potential
- Be humble to understand that you cannot win the game on your own –

you have to play with others/the team to win
6. Ask pupils if they think Michael Essien is a good role model. If yes, stress

that they too will need to work hard to be like him.
7. Elicit from pupils any other Ghanaian role models in sports.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Climbing Mount Everest

1. Ask pupils if they know which is the highest mountain in Ghana (Mount
Afadzato).  

2. Now ask them if they know the highest mountain in the world (Mount
Everest).

3. Ask pupils in pairs to imagine they are going to climb Mount Everest. Ask
them what they would do to prepare for the trip. Get feedback from the
pupils.

4. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

5. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
6. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
7. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
8. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
9. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
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orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
10. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to plan a narrative composition using different techniques

on given topics.

1. Copy the table in the Pupil’s Book onto the chalkboard before the lesson
starts.

2. Ask pupils to find and reread the main body of the reading passage. (This
begins with the third paragraph which begins In 1953 ...)

3. Write Climbing Mount Everest  in the middle of the board with a circle
around it. 

4. Together with pupils brainstorm the following:
- Conditions of Everest / setting
- People who wanted to climb Everest / characters
- What happened first? / first event
- What happened next? / second event
- What happened in the end / conclusion

5. Each time pupils answer a question add a line and write the new information
in a new circle linked to the original circle. This is called mapping technique
or spider diagram. It helps people to remember information.

5. Point out that the major tense used in the main body of the narrative is the
past tense. (You may have to talk about in specific past in your language).
The past tense is often used in narratives because the writer is relating a
story or event that happened in the past.

 Climbing Mount Everest

Setting
characters

First event
second event

conclusion
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6. Tell pupils that Climbing Mount Everest is a narrative.
7 Tell pupils that they are going to work in groups to plan a story about

climbing Mount Gemi/Amedzofe.
8. Task one group to find out as much information as they can about Mount 

Amedzofe.
9. Task another group to think of as many words as they can to describe 

mountains.
10. Task another group to think of as many descriptive words as they can to 

describe the people who are climbing Mount Gemi/Amedzofe.
11. In groups pupils should plan what happens in their story of Climbing Mount

Gemi. eg was there an accident on the way? How did it happen? Were they
successful?

12. Together with pupils brainstorm, agree with pupils the best ideas and
complete the table about climbing Mount Amedzofe.

13. Pupils write up/copy the table or plan into their exercise books.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson of this
unit asked pupils to look at role models in sports. Did the pupils like this? The
writing lesson asks pupils to plan a narrative. How successful were pupils in this
exercise?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Talk about and identify qualities of role models in sport.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Plan a narrative using mapping, brainstorming, research techniques.
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UNIT 12

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

• To identify some role models from entertainment and discuss the qualities you
need if you want to be successful.

1. Elicit from pupils that the photo is of Grace Omaboe (Maame Dokono).
2. Pupils work together in pairs to ask and answer the questions. 
3. Get feedback from pupils.
4. Stress that Grace Omaboe is a presenter. She presented By the Fireside when

she told traditional stories. She now presents a series on opera. She promoted
Ghanaian culture by being very successful at telling traditional stories and
making sure that young people heard and enjoyed the stories. You can be
proud of her and her work.

5. Elicit from pupils some of the qualities that Grace Omaboe needs to be so
successful. 
a. Hard work – she has learn and know all her stories/opera
b. Be determined that she wants to be the best
c. Be committed to her best talent (acting/telling and writing stories) and 

know that she had to work hard at school to finish her schooling – note 
that to be a presenter you often/usually have to have finished SHS or 
university and also be very good at speaking.

6. Ask pupils if they think Grace Omaboe is a good role model. If yes, stress
that they too will need to work hard to be like her.

7. Elicit from pupils any other Ghanaian role models in entertainment

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Wild animals

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture and ask individual pupils to point to animals
and name each of the animals.

2. Now ask pupils which of the animals is “wild”. In fact, all of the animals are
wild although the parrot and the monkey are often domesticated and used as
pets. Ask pupils how they know the animals are wild. Try to elicit key words
or phrases such as tame, domesticated, dangerous, carnivorous. Let pupils
understand that the turtle lives in the sea, feeding on plants, and only comes
ashore to lay its eggs.

3. Ask pupils if they know which animals are native to Ghana. In fact, all of the
animals are indigenous, but some of them can only be found in some regions.
For example the Hippo (Hippopotamus) lives in water much of the day and
comes out at night to feed on land. Hippos can be found in the Black Volta
within the Bui National Park and in the Kulpawn River in the Mole National
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Park, and in Wechiau near Wa.
There is also a smaller forest hippo called the Pigmy Hippo. It lives in the
swampy areas of the forest and feeds on shoots, fallen fruits and succulent
roots. The Pigmy Hippo is believed to have become extinct in Ghana.
Occasionally some elephants move into Ghana from Burkina Faso through
Bawku and Tumu.

4. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

5. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
6. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
7. Ask pupils to read the passage and the comprehension questions once through

silently.
8. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
9. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
10. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective

• Pupils will be able to write narrative compositions on given topics.

1. Ask pupils to look back at the table they made with notes about an expedition
to Mount Gemi /Amedzofe.

2. Tell pupils they are going to write the story in full.
3. Ask pupils to check all the details to make sure they are happy with the

story.
4. Remind pupils of the tense they will probably use in their narrative (the past).
5. Ask pupils to write the first draft of the story in their exercise books.
6. Go round while the pupils are working, monitoring what the pupils are doing

and checking their work.
7. Pupils should read aloud their work to their partner. Their partner should

give one suggestion for improving the narrative.
8. Pupils write up a final copy of the story in their exercise books. Pupils should

check their work at the end for spelling and punctuation.
9. Less able pupils can draw a picture of their group on their expedition to

Mount Gemi and write three or four sentences of the story.
10. More able pupils should write longer sentences using descriptive words to

make the writing more interesting.
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Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson of this
unit asked pupils to look at role models in entertainment. Did the pupils like
this? The writing lesson asks pupils to write up a narrative that was already
planned. How successful were pupils in this exercise? Did the plan help?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about and identify qualities of role models in entertainment.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a narrative.
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UNIT 13

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective

• To identify some role models from music and discuss the qualities you need if
you want to be successful.

1. Elicit from pupils that the photo is of Kojo Antwi.
2. Pupils work together in pairs to ask and answer the questions. 
3. Get feedback from pupils.
4. Stress that Kojo Antwi is a singer and musician. He sang/sings some very

successful songs such as Bøme nkømø d#. He sings in both English and Twi.
He promotes Ghanaian culture by being very successful at singing and writing
highlife songs which are successful and many people like. You can be proud of
him and his work.

5. Elicit from pupils some of the qualities that Kojo Antwi needs to be so
successful. 

Hard work – he has to be creative to think of and write all the songs
Be determined that he wants to be the best Be committed to his best 
talent (writing songs)
Persevere to become very good at playing his instrument (guitar)
Be ambitious to want to become successful in the music industry which is 
highly competitive.

6. Ask pupils if they think Kojo Antwi is a good role model. If yes, stress that
.they too will need to work hard, be ambitious etc to be like him.

7 Elicit from pupils any other Ghanaian role models in music.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Robert the cock
1. Ask pupils to look at the picture and ask individual pupils to describe the

three boys, their mother and the cock.
2. Discuss the pre-reading questions with pupils.
3.  Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.

Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions silently.
7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
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10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective

• Pupils will be able to write narrative compositions about a story they have
read.

1. Tell pupils they are going to plan a narrative about a story they have read,
and they should answer your questions and make their own notes in their
exercise books to help them.

2. Put pupils in pairs. Ask them first if they can think of a story they have
read. Ask individual pupils for their suggestions. Ask each pupil to write
down the title of the story in their exercise books.

3. Ask pupils where the story takes place and check that they have relevant
answers by asking individual pupils for their ideas. Ask pupils to write the
answers in their exercise books. Remind pupils that they are making notes so
they can write down one-word answers. The notes are to help them write up
the composition later. Go round the class monitoring what pupils are writing.

4. Remind pupils to use the mapping technique if they find it helpful.
5. Go through the remaining questions with pupils, each time checking with

individual pupils at random to make sure that they are thinking about
relevant information pertaining to their story and then asking pupils to write
down their notes in their exercise books.

6. Now ask pupils if they can remember the different elements in a narrative.
Elicit from pupils: 

-introduction
-main body
-conclusion
-past tense
-use of adverbial clauses of time, such as “during the

harmattan/rainyseason”, “a long time ago”, “a few weeks ago”, “last week”.
7. For homework ask pupils to write up their notes into a narrative composition

with the title A story I have read.
8. Pupils read aloud their ideas to their partner. Their partner should give one

suggestion for improving the narrative.
9. Pupils write up their notes into a narrative composition with the title A story

I have read. 
10. Tell pupils to read through their work and check for spelling and punctuation

before taking in pupils’ work for marking.
11. Less able pupils can draw a picture of the story and write three or four

sentences explaining what happens.
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12 More able pupils should concentrate on writing longer more interesting
sentences using lots of adverbs, adjectives and conjunctions.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson of this
unit asked pupils to look at role models in music. Did the pupils like this? The
writing lesson asks pupils to write up a narrative about a story they had read.
How successful were pupils in this exercise? Were they able to use any of the
planning techniques such as mapping or brainstorming?

1 Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lessons?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the texts?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2 Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Talk about and identify qualities of role models in music.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a narrative using some process writing techniques.
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UNIT 14

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To identify and discuss the qualities of role models in politics.

1. Establish with pupils that the photo is of Dr Kwame Nkrumah – the first
President of Ghana.

2. Ask pupils what they already know about Dr Kwame Nkrumah.
3. Pupils ask and answer the questions in pairs. Get feedback.
4. Show pupils a cedi note. Ask pupils to identify Nkrumah amongst the ‘Big

Six’ who also fought for independence.
5. Stress that Nkrumah was the leading figure in the fight for independence for

Ghana and that Ghana was one of the first independent African nations.
Ghana won its independence from Great Britain. He became Ghana’s first
President. He was a visionary man, with worldwide acclaim. He was also a
leading pan-Africanist declaring that all the African nations should join
together.

6. Stress that Nkrumah was a visionary man but he would not have done what
he did without certain qualities or attitudes. Elicit from pupils the types of
attitudes that he must have had to become President.
- hard work: to effect change
- determination: to want independence which was at the time completely 

unthinkable for many people
- discipline: to fight for a cause he believed in
- commitment: to continue fighting even when he was thrown in prison
- ambition: to want to liberate Ghana
- humility: to want to work for general good of the society he lived 

in/promote black Africa throughout the world
- inspirational/influential: able to change people’s thoughts and 

attitudes
7. Ask pupils what they would like to know further about Dr Kwame Nkrumah.
8. Task pupils to research their questions about Dr Kwame Nkrumah

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

The crow and the vulture

1. Ask pupils if they have seen a vulture and a crow before.
2. Ask pupils to look at the picture and ask when they last saw these birds and

in what environment. They are likely to say at the rubbish dump (vulture)
and in trees around the house (crow). Try to prompt key vocabulary such as
crow, vulture, rubbish dump, the vulture eats carcasses.

3. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
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4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.  

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write a report about their first day in school.

1. To start ask pupils to sit and close their eyes and imagine it is their first day
in school. Ask them to think about everything – the classroom, walking to
school that day, the teacher etc so that have a very clear picture in their
mind.

2. In pairs pupils should talk about their first day at school. They can
brainstorm the subject by asking and answering the questions.

3. Encourage pupils to make notes using the mapping techniques.
4. Get feedback from one or two pupils demonstrating the mapping technique on

the board by asking the questions and writing responses on the board. Allow
lots of time for talking about how people felt as this is the interesting aspect
of the report.

5. Show pupils how to write up the notes on the chalkboard. Encourage pupils to
give you descriptive words to make longer and more interesting sentences.

6. Pupils write a first draft of their report.
7. Pupils read aloud their report to their partner. Their partner should suggest

one thing they can do to improve their report.
8. Pupils write their report in their exercise books. Before handing in work

pupils should reread their work for spelling and punctuation. Take in work
and mark.

9. Less able pupils can draw a picture of themselves on their first day at school.
10. More able pupils should concentrate on producing longer more interesting

sentences using adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions.



Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson of this 
unit asked pupils to look at Dr Kwame Nkrumah. How did the pupils feel when 
talking about a Ghanaian hero? 
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Talk about and identify qualities of role models in politics.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a report using process writing techniques.
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UNIT 15

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to discuss the roles of priests, family heads and opinion

leaders in the community.

1. Ask pupils to name the leaders as specified in the Pupil’s Book.
2. Ask pupils if they are boys or girls, men or women. Stress that an opinion

leader can be either a man or a woman.
3. Ask pupils to look at the list of adjectives in pairs. Make sure pupils

understand what each adjective means. You could do this by asking pupils at
random to make up sentences using a chosen adjective.

4. Now ask pupils to rank the adjectives in order of importance for an opinion
leader. This is likely to produce lots of discussion and you will need to give
the pupils at least 10 minutes to discuss this fully.

5. Now ask for feedback from pupils on their rankings. Compare the rankings of
one pair of pupils with another and elicit ideas about why people become
opinion leaders. Try to get opposing viewpoints to encourage discussion.

6. Together with the pupils build up a description of an opinion leader on the
chalkboard. For example, you might end up with a list similar to the following:
• They are inspiring.
• They set a good example.
• The work they do is for the general good of the society they live in.
• They are famous/popular.
• They effect change.
• They influence other people’s attitudes.
• They enable people/communities to live more honourable lives.
• They promote black Africa throughout the world.
• They are selfless/kind.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

An African Hero: Dr. Kofi Annan

1. Tell pupils the day before the lesson that they are going to read something on
Dr. Kofi Annan. Tell them to ask their parents who he is, and find out as
much information about him as possible from the library.

2. In the lesson, ask pupils what they have found out about Dr. Kofi Annan.
With the whole class, build up a list of facts that pupils know about Kofi
Annan. If pupils do not know much about Kofi Annan, try to elicit the basic
facts that he is Ghanaian and former Secretary General of the United
Nations.

3. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.



4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions silently.
7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at 
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write a story/narrative about going to hospital following

an accident.

1. In pairs pupils look at the picture. Ask:
What has happened to the boy? (he has injured himself)
How did he do it? (he fell off his bike)
What happened? (he broke his arm)
Where do you think he went? (to hospital)

2. Revise with pupils their knowledge of a hospital. e.g.
Who are some of the people who work in hospitals?
What do they use to do their work?

3. Brainstorm with pupils some of the types of words and expressions that are
associated with going to hospital. e.g. wards, take someone’s temperature,
stitches, to set someone’s arm in a plaster cast, the laboratory, to take a blood
sample, syringe, medicine, blood pressure, relieve pain.

4. In pairs pupils read and answer the questions about the accident and the
hospital in the Pupils’ Book.

5. Get feedback from pupils. Together use their answers to brainstorm what will
happen in their story of a boy falling off his bicycle and going to hospital. Use
the mapping technique to help plan the work.

6. Ask pupils to close their eyes and imagine
What the hospital looks like. (the setting)
Who was there? (characters)
What happened? (first event, second event)
What happened in the end? (conclusion)

7. Pupils should plan and write a first draft of their story.
8. In pairs pupils read aloud their story to each other. Each partner gives one

suggestion for improving their partner’s work.
9. Pupils check their final copy for spelling and punctuation.
10. Less able pupils can draw a picture of what happened and write four/five

sentences.
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11. More able pupils should concentrate on writing longer more interesting
sentences using conjunctions, adverbs and adjectives.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B 
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Talk about and identify qualities of role models.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a narrative using the process writing technique. 
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UNIT 16

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to identify the ethnic groups associated with traditional

costumes.

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture.
2. Ask pupils what the people are wearing, including the shoes.
3. Discuss with pupils, the features of the smock and agbada. Make sure that the

pupils learn the basic terms highlighted in bold.
Smock or Fugu
Mostly woven in the northern regions of Ghana especially Daboya.
It is heavy, usually in two colours or plain, and short in length, reaching
down to half-thigh.
The textile is sewn into female cloths and men’s smocks. The men wear the
smock over a pantalon. The men also wear long boots (mbroho) sewn from
leather.
Yarn - the yarn for weaving is usually cotton.
Agbada
Originally from the Yoruba area in Nigeria, the agbada is now worn all over
Ghana by both men and women.
It is in the form of heavy flowing gown worn over a long-sleeved shirt and
pantalon. It usually has heavy embroidery round the neck and the front. It
has broad pockets and folds. The material used for sewing is usually cotton.

4.  Pupils discuss the questions in pairs.
5. Get feedback. Stress the importance or value of traditional dress eg.pride in

your ethnic group, clan and Ghana. 

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

The best of friends

1. Ask pupils to look at the list of pre-reading questions. Ask pupils in pairs to
discuss the questions for 5 minutes. This should elicit a lot of discussion as
pupils talk about their friends etc.

2. After 5 minutes, elicit from individual pupils their opinions and answers. Try
to elicit key vocabulary such as relationship, friendship, trust, support, loyalty,
doing things together, having the same interests, sharing secrets, sharing
things.

3. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
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7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the
comprehension questions.

8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.

9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the
comprehension questions in their exercise books.

10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write narrative compositions on their first visit to a city

or village.

1. Ask pupils to copy the table in their Pupil’s Books into their exercise books.
Meanwhile, copy the table onto the chalkboard.

2. Ask pupils if they have ever travelled outside their home town. If you teach
in a village, try to find a pupil who has travelled to a city/town. Conversely, if
you teach in a city, try to find a pupil who has travelled to a rural village.

3. Ask individual pupils what they remember from their trip. 
4. Now tell pupils they are going to plan a story in pairs about the first time

they visited a city or village and they should make notes in the table to
answer the prompts.

5. Ask individual pupils the name of the city/village they visited and choose one
example to insert in your table on the chalkboard.

6. Now ask other pupils when they visited the city/village and insert their
answer in your table.

7. Ask pupils to continue in the same way and fill in the rest of the table.
Remind pupils that they are making notes.

8. Go round monitoring pupils as they work, making sure that they are writing 
relevant notes.

9. At the end of the lesson, ask individual pupils for their answers for each
section of the table.

10. For homework, ask pupils to write up the story in their exercise book. Remind
pupils to use the past tense.

11. Less able pupils can draw a picture of the place they visited and write
three/four sentences.

12. More able pupils should concentrate on writing longer more interesting 
sentences using conjunctions, adverbs and adjectives.
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Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Identify the ethnic groups associated with particular traditional dress and 

talk about the value of traditional dress.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a narrative using increasingly longer sentences.
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UNIT 17

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to identify the groups associated with traditional dress in the

south and talk about the values of traditional dress.

1. In pairs pupils look at the pictures and answer the questions.
2. Get feedback. Pupils should describe the kente cloth using the following

expressions: brightly coloured, made of woven strips made of cotton or silk,
associated with Akan groups and all ethnic groups of the south of Ghana,
associated with important occasions. Note that the Volta Region has its
own/different type of kente.

3. Get pupils to discuss how they feel when they wear traditional dress. Do they
feel proud to be Ghanaian? Do they feel proud of their ethnic group and love
the way the clothes look.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Growing up (a poem)

1. Ask pupils to think about what they would like to do when they grow up.
Elicit answers from individual pupils.

2. Now put pupils in pairs and ask them to discuss whether they like the idea of
growing up. After 5 minutes, get feedback and try to elicit from pupils
adjectives about how they feel about growing up such as excited, confident,
anxious, frightened. This exercise may elicit strong and intense reactions from
children.

3. Tell pupils that the passage for the day is a poem.
4. Remind pupils what a poem is – a kind of writing in which the ideas are

compressed and written in short lines one beneath the other.
5. Ask pupils to look at the underlined key words and to find them in the

reading passage. Explain the meanings of the words to the pupils.
6. Ask pupils to read through the poem and the comprehension questions

silently.
7. Now ask pupils to read the poem stanza by stanza and find the answers to the

relevant comprehension question. In this way, pupils should get a clear idea
that the first stanza deals with childhood, the second stanza with growing
up/teenage years, the third stanza with adult life and the last stanza with old
age.

8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.

9. Ask individual pupils to read out stanzas. You should concentrate on reading
aloud with accuracy and fluency, paying particular attention to run-on lines,
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the main ideas and the pervasive thoughts in it.
10. Let pupils understand that this poem they have studied has no rhythm; that

even if the English original has rhythm the Ghanaian language translation
would not have it. The strongest feature of the poem is the evocation of
stage/developmental claims it makes for the individual at each stage of his
growth.

11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write a description of a given object, situation or

process.

1. Tell pupils they are going to describe objects in detail.
2. Ask pupils to look at the pictures and choose an object each.
3. Ask pupils to look at the list of adjectives, and to think which of them they

would use to describe their object.
4. Go round the class asking individual pupils for their objects and the adjective

they would use to describe it.
5. Ask pupils to think of another adjective to describe their object.
6. Now ask pupils to copy the table into their exercise books and go through the

example notes for the book as shown in the Pupil’s Book.
7. Now ask them to fill in the table with notes about their own chosen object.

Ask pupils to treat all the other objects in the same way.
8. Go round the class monitoring the pupils.
9. Ask pupils to write up their description in their exercise books.
10. Less able pupils can write about fewer objects or alternatively draw one object

and write a more detailed description of the one object.
11. More able pupils should be encouraged to add another sentence to each object.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?
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2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Identify the ethnic groups associated with particular traditional dress and 

talk about the value of traditional dress.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write short descriptions of objects.
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UNIT 18

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to discuss modesty in dressing.

1. Pupils look at the pictures in pairs and ask and answer the questions.
2. Get feedback. Use the common name for each type of dress in your area:

Girl 1: mini skirt
Boy 1: Otto pfister (showing the bottom)

3. Ask pupils for the names of other types of indecent styles. e.g. ‘am aware’ –
when you wear trousers and your underwear shows; ‘apuskelenkey’ – wearing
tight jeans trousers, ‘armless’ – showing your shoulders/wearing spaghetti
straps in T.shirts or dresses.

4. Pupils should discuss in groups what are the advantages of dressing modestly
and the impression indecent dressing gives to the image of the

a. person wearing it
b. the wearer’s family
c. the wearer’s tribe

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Domestic animals

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture and name the animals they can see. 
2. Now ask each individual pupil what animals they keep at home. This exercise

should elicit the names of most domestic animals. Try to elicit the words
domestic animals and tame as well as the group name, poultry, for chickens,
turkeys, guinea fowls etc.

3. Ask pupils why they keep the animals. Try to elicit key phrases such as as a
pet, for food, for eggs, to catch mice, for security, as a companion.

4. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

5. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
6. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
7. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
8. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
9. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
10. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
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12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write a description of a pet.

1. Copy the table onto the chalkboard before the lesson.
2. Tell pupils they are going to write a description of a pet. Ask them to look

back at the pictures in the reading passage and to name the animals which
people keep as pets. Then ask them if they can list any other animals that
people commonly keep as pets. Pupils’ examples may include cat, dog, fish,
parrot, rabbit, guinea pig. Make sure pupils understand that a pet is an
animal that is kept as a favourite and treated with kindness.

3. Ask pupils who have pets to name them. 
4. Ask other pupils what animal they would like to have as a pet.
5. Use one of the pupils’ suggested pets and together with the pupils fill in the

table with the relevant information. You can use the example in the Pupil’s
Book as a guide. Concentrate on the use of adjectives to get an accurate
description of the animal, e.g. friendly, fierce, talkative, stupid, silky.
Juxtapose the physical description with the character description, e.g. he looks
big and fierce, but really he is very friendly; she looks soft and cuddly, but
really she is aggressive and can scratch you.

6. Now ask pupils to copy the table into their exercise books and to fill in the
table with notes on their own pet/imaginary pet.

7. For homework, ask pupils to write up their description in their exercise book.
8. Less able pupils can draw a picture of a pet and write one paragraph.
9. More able pupils should concentrate on writing longer, more interesting

sentences using lots of adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand the value of dressing modestly
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write short description of a pet using lots of adjectives.
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UNIT 19

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
•To enable pupils to identify different family types and the differences between
them.

1. In pairs pupils talk about their own family types. Get feedback. Try to prompt
pupils to say if they live in a nuclear family or an extended family.

2. Pupils work in pairs to describe to each other the members of their nuclear
and extended family.

3. Ask individual pupils to stand up and describe either their nuclear or
extended families.

4. Elicit from pupils the differences between nuclear and extended families:
- Nuclear families usually have fewer members and are your close family. 

e.g. mother, father, brother, sister, step brother/sister
- Extended families are the wider family including grandparents, 

aunties/uncles, cousins, step sisters/brothers etc.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

My country Ghana

1. Inform pupils the day before the lesson that they are going to read a passage
about Ghana and for homework they should find out as much as they can
about Ghana from books, or from their parents.

2. At the start of the lesson, put pupils in pairs and ask them, together, to pool
their information and to make a list of all that they know about Ghana. Give
pupils 10 minutes and then elicit from different pairs their information. This
could almost become a type of mini-competition to find out which pair knows
the most about Ghana.

3. Try to elicit some of the basic information about Ghana that appears in the
passage, such as tropical climate, flat or low lying country, Akosombo dam,
regions.

4. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

5. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
6. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
7. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
8. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
9. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
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10. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the
comprehension questions in their exercise books.

11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write a description of their teacher.

1. In pairs pupils work together and discuss question 1 in the Pupils’ Book.
2. Stress from the beginning that pupils must be polite in their descriptions.
3. Pupils use their notes from question 1 to write a first draft about their

teacher. Stress that the first paragraph should be about what the teacher’s
appearance; the second paragraph should be about their character; the third
paragraph about their behaviour.

4. Pupils read aloud their first draft to their partner. Their partner should make
one suggestion for improvement.

5. Pupils write a final copy of their text and check their work for spelling and
punctuation.

6. Less able pupils can draw a picture of their teacher and write a shorter
description.

7. More able pupils should aim for longer sentences and paragraphs with
supporting details.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).
• Talk about the differences between nuclear and extended families and 

relate the terms to their own lives.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a description of their teacher.
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UNIT 20

EVALUATION

• To assess work done in the second term (units 11-19).

ORAL SKILLS

Specific objective
• To assess pupils on their ability to talk about a role model of their choice.

1. Tell pupils to look back at units 11-15 and choose any role model that they
would like to discuss.

2. For homework ask pupils to prepare a short talk lasting one minute
describing their role model, what they have done, what they have done for
Ghana, what qualities they have and why they are inspiring.

3. Each person takes it in turn to stand in front of the class to give their speech.
Make sure pupils talk about the qualities of their role models. Encourage
shy pupils by prompting them with questions.

4. Take notes on each speech for assessment purposes. Award marks for how
much the pupil knows about the person and also how fluently they speak
about the qualities of their role model.

5. The class votes for who they think is the most influential role model.

READING SKILLS

Reading Aloud

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to read aloud selected sentences will be assessed for accurate

pronunciation and fluency.

1. Call each pupil individually to read the sentences aloud, whilst others listen.
Write down the common errors that the pupils make.

2. Go through the common difficulties with the pupils to ensure that every pupil
gets the correct pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

Specific Objective
• To assess pupils’ ability to read silently for understanding and answer reading

comprehension questions for recall and for inference.

1. Ask pupils to read the passage silently.
2. Ask pupils to read the questions.
3. Ask pupils to re-read the passage again to answer the questions.
4. Take in pupils’ work and mark.
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WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to write a descriptive composition will be assessed.

1. Ask pupils to write a fifteen-sentence composition on their first day in school.
2. Ask pupils to write a fifteen-sentence composition on “My Father”.
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UNIT 21

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to use the correct terms to describe their relations.

1. Ask pupils to look at the family tree.
2. Establish with the pupils that each layer in the family tree shows a new

generation and that the people at the top are the oldest generation and the
people at the bottom are the youngest generation.

3. Ask pupils to find the first boy on the third row (different name for each
language). Go round the class making sure that pupils all have their fingers
on the correct face.

4. Now ask pupils to find his mother. Ask one pupil to stand up and show the
rest of the class the correct face/person in their book.

5. Do the same for his grandfather, brother, aunt, cousin, uncle, making a list of
the relevant kinship terms on the chalkboard as you go along.

6. Now ask pupils to find the first man on the second row (different name for
each language). Go round the class making sure that pupils all have their
fingers on the correct face.

7. Now ask pupils to find his sister, niece and nephew, adding the relevant
kinship terms to the list on the chalkboard.

8. Next ask pupils to make a list of the members of their own extended family,
together with the correct kinship term.

9. Put pupils in pairs and ask them to describe and name the members of their
extended family. You could extend this activity by asking pupils to describe
where each member of the extended family lives.

10. Check pupils’ comprehension of the kinship terms by asking individual pupils
who their grandmother, grandfather, uncle, aunt, cousins are.

11. Pupils list four kinsmen from each side of the family.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

My country Ghana – the people

1. Put pupils in pairs and ask them to make a list of all the ethnic groups in
Ghana as indicated on the map in their books.

2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions silently.
6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.



7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.

8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the
comprehension questions in their exercise books.

9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write a description of a given object, situation and

process.

1. Ask pupils to look at the pictures and ask them to guess what is happening.
Elicit that the children are purifying dirty water.

2. Tell the pupils that the pictures show how to make dirty water clean for use.
3. Then ask pupils to describe what they see in each box. Let them understand

that each picture represents a definite stage in the process.
4. List the necessary vocabulary on the board: dirty water, scoop, illnesses –

guinea worm, stomach-ache, fire, strain, pour, cover, safe.
5. Ask pupils to orally describe the process for purifying dirty water. The

following points may be useful:
a First collect the water from the river, stream or well.
b Let the water stand for an hour or so to get some of the dirt to settle at 

the base.
c Then make a fire.
d Next put a clean cooking pot on the fire and carefully pour in the water.
e Let the water boil or at least be on the fire for about an hour or two.
f Take the pot off the fire and let it cool for an hour. 
g Next pour the water through a clean white cloth into some containers and 

allow to cool at a safe place in the store room.
6. Finally ask the pupils to write their descriptive composition in their exercise

books. 
7. Ask them to observe the following rules:

• use short sentences
• use a step-by-step approach
• use phrases such as first, second, next, finally
• use the command form.

9. Go round the class to help the pupils in difficulty.
10. Pupils reread their work to check for spelling and punctuation before handing

in their work.
11. Less able pupils can draw a picture of filtering the water and write three or

four sentences. Encourage them to use the command form.
12. Collect pupils’ exercise books and mark.
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Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson asked 
pupils to look at a family tree. Were the pupils able to read it confidently? Were 
they able to relate it to their own families? The reading lesson is the second in a 
series on Ghana. Were the pupils able to relate the information to other 
lessons they have about Ghana? (eg Citizenship lessons). The writing lesson asked 
pupils to use pictures to describe a process using the command form. How 
confident were pupils doing this?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Read a family tree and relate it to their own lives.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a description of a process using the command form.
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UNIT 22

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to name various clans in their locality.

1. Ask pupils the day before the class to find out which clan they belong to. They
will then have an opportunity to ask their parents if they don’t know.

2. Ask every pupil individually what clan they belong to and make a tally of the
different names of the clans and how many pupils belong to each clan.

3. Ask a pupil from each named clan to say whether they think their clan is
matrilineal or patrilineal. Explain to pupils that if by birth they belong to
their father’s clan, the clan is patrilineal and if they belong to their mother’s
clan the clan is matrilineal. Make sure the pupils learn the terms
matrilineal and patrilineal.

4. Explain that some people from some ethnic groups in Ghana belong to their
father’s clan, e.g. the Gas, Dagombas, Dangmes, Guans, but most Akans
belong to their mother’s clan. In patrilineal clans, you belong to your paternal
uncles and paternal aunts and their children. In matrilineal clans you belong
to your maternal uncles and aunts and their children.

5. Give the names of the various clans.
Examples:
Akan: Asona, Øyoko, Bretuo, Aboradze, Twidan, Agona
Dagaare: Dante#l##, Edoøl##, Banyen##, Naayiree, Bimbiilee
Dagbani: Gukpi#≈u, Nàya, Kalipøhim, Sagnarigu, Kumbu˚
Dangme: Adibiaw#, Dangmebiaw#, Bunase, Bønya, Ny#w#, Døm, 

Pi#ngua, Manya
Ewe: Lik#, Adzøvia, Blu, Ame, Ùetsoƒe, Bame, Lãƒe
Ga: As#r#, Gbese, Sempe, Aku˚maje, Abola, Otoblohum
Gonja: Ngbanyabia/Bewura-ebi, Nsuwa, Nnyamase

6. Try to elicit from pupils what members of a clan do together: 
• members of the same clan meet together at funerals.
• members of the same clan help each other and stick together.
• members of the same clan celebrate their common ancestry at festivals etc.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Equipment 
Map of west Africa.

Ghana’s neighbours

1. The day before the lesson, tell pupils that they are going to talk about
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire and Togo and they should choose one country and
find out all they can about it (by asking parents, or consulting the library if a
library is available). 
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2. Put pupils in pairs and ask them to look at the map provided by the teacher.
3. Ask individual pupils to come to the front of the class and point to Burkina

Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Togo.
4. Now ask pupils what their chosen country is. Make pairs of pupils with the

same chosen country. Ask each pair to pool their knowledge and make a list
of all they know about their chosen country. Try to elicit some of the basic
information that is in the passage, such as all the countries use French as
their official language, they use the C.F.A. as their currency etc.

5. Ask various pairs to stand up and read out all they know about a country.
Make a list of the most important points on the chalkboard.

6. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

7. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
8. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
9. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
10. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
11. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
12. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
13. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

14. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
15. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

16. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write a description of making a telephone call at the

phone booth.

1. Ask pupils to imagine an Auntie or Uncle is coming to stay but you don’t
know when they are going to arrive. What would they do? Where they would
make a telephone call if they did not have a mobile phone?

2. In pairs pupils discuss the questions 1-3.
3. Elicit from pupils the answers and that to make a call they need

- money to buy a phone card
- the telephone number of the person they are calling
- pen and paper if they are going to take a message

4. Elicit from pupils the order in which they do things to make the call writing
what they say on the chalkboard as they make suggestions. Use the prompts
in the Pupils’ Book to help. e.g.

First I … pick up the receiver.
Then I … insert the phone card into the slot.
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Next I ... dial the telephone number.
After that I … wait for someone to answer/pick up.
And then I … talk to the person and write down the message.
Finally I … hang up.

5. Explain what happens if your card/units run out – you get cut off. So you
need to make sure you have enough money.

6. Rub the description off the board.
7. Pupils write their description in their exercise books. Ask pupils to reread

their work to check for spelling and punctuation before handing in their work
for marking.

8. Less able pupils can draw the telephone booth, label things they need and
write three sentences.

9. More able pupils can think of how to describe another process e.g. how to do
the washing up, how to look after the hens, how to play football.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson asked
pupils to identify and explore their clan. Were they able to relate it to their own
families? The reading lesson talked about Ghana’s neighbours. Were the pupils
able to relate the information to other lessons? (eg Citizenship lessons). The
writing lesson asked pupils to use pictures to describe a process. How confidently
were pupils able to do this?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about clans and relate it to their own lives.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a description of a process.
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UNIT 23

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to describe the totems that represent clans.

1. Ask pupils to mention the various creatures in the picture. 
2. Write the names of the creatures on the chalkboard as pupils mention them.
3. Discuss the characteristics of the creatures with the pupils, e.g. the parrot is

fond of ripe palm nuts. It is noisy and imitates human speech. It is noisy but
beautiful, and enterprising. The tilapia lives in fresh water and multiplies
very quickly.

4. Let pupils understand that these creatures are associated with groups of
people in some ethnic groups. Each such group of people is called a clan. The
clan is a group of people that are thought to have descended from a common
ancestor/ancestress. Also the clan members are believed to share in the
characteristics of their totem.

5. Teach pupils what clans are. A clan is a collection of families that trace their
origin to a common ancestor/ancestress. A clan can be patrilineal or
matrilineal, and has a head. Members of a clan belong together. 

Members of a matrilineal clan belong to their mother’s relations, and those of
a patrilineal clan belong to their father’s relations.

Among the ethnic groups of Ghana the Akan clans are matrilineal. It is also
in the case of the Akan that you have all the clans present in all habitations
of the ethnic group.

Members of a clan do not marry among themselves for they are blood
relations. They all come together to observe the funeral of a dead member.
They share and pay off expenses in connection with the funeral or litigation of
a member.

Each ethnic group has a number of clans. The Akuapem and Asante have 8
clans each. Dagaaba have 5, Dagbani have 6. The Dangme have 8, Anlo Ewe
have 15, Fante have 7. Ga have 15 and Gonja have 9. Each clan has a name,
for example, we have Nsøna, Yoko, Aboradze, Lçaƒe, Lik#, Bate, Agave etc.

6. Let pupils mention the names of the clans they belong to, if they know.
7. Write the names of the clans of the pupils on the chalkboard, and read over

them with pupils.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.
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Our place and role in life

1. Ask pupils to look at the list of pre-reading questions. Then ask pupils to
answer questions in pairs.

2. After a few minutes ask pupils to answer the questions aloud.
3. When pupils give “Because some of them are not educated” as answer to

question 2 discuss with the pupils some of the benefits of good education:
It gives us knowledge about things.
It opens up our mind about life.
It offers us opportunities for good jobs.
It kills, in us, superstition.

4. List on the chalkboard key words like education, role, superstition,
subservient, condition, obedience, well-being.

5. Ask pupils to find the underlined key words in the passage, and guess their
meanings.

6. Help pupils to form sentences with the words.
7. Write pupils’ sentences on the chalkboard, and ask the class to read them out.
8. Ask pupils to read the passage silently and go through the questions on it.
9. Ask pupils to read the passage again and find answers to the comprehension

questions.
10. Read out the questions and help pupils to answer the questions on the

passage, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
11. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
12. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

13. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
14. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

15. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to write a description of how to make omo tuo.

1. Tell pupils that today they are going to find out how to make Omo Tuo. First
of all, ask pupils if they have ever eaten Omo Tuo and whether or not they
like it.

2. Then ask pupils to read the list of instructions and tell them they are not in
the correct order. They should put them in the correct order.

3. Explain to pupils the process of cooking Omo Tuo.
4. Ask pupils to continue on their own until they have the complete description

in the correct order.
5. Now ask pupils for the correct order and together build up the process on the

chalkboard. The correct order is as follows:
a First boil the rice.
b Soften the rice using a ladle and mould the rice into balls.
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c Meanwhile cut the meat into pieces.
d Steam the meat together with onion, spices, salt and pepper.
e Then add water and tomato puree to the meat and boil.
f Next mash the ground nut paste and add it to the boiled water and meat.
g Serve the ground nut soup with rice balls.

6. Rub your description off the board.
7. Pupils write a description of how to make Omo Tuo. When pupils have

finished ask them to read each other’s work and spot one punctuation/spelling
error and make one suggestion for how to improve their partner’s work.

8. Pupils hand in their final copy for marking.
9. Less able pupils can draw a picture of Omo Tuo and write three sentences.
10. More able pupils can think of another dish they like and find out how to

make that recipe. (set as homework).

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. This reading lesson looks 
at possibilities of what pupils can do or be later in life. How well were they able 
to relate this passage to their own lives?
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Describe the totems that represent some clans.
• Understand a reading passage and answer questions with increasing 

confidence.
• Write a description of a process (a recipe).
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UNIT 24

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to mention accidents that occur at home.

1. Mime chopping an onion and cutting your finger. Ask pupils to guess what
has happened and elicit the appropriate phrase: cut your finger, hurt/bruised
your hand etc.

2. Ask pupils to look at the picture in pairs. Ask pupils to guess what is about
to happen at the right side of the picture. Elicit from pupils sentences similar
to “The boy is about to burn himself”. Let them discuss what they could do to
prevent what the boy is about to suffer: prevent children from coming into
kitchens, not leave saucepans on the fire unattended; keep hot utensils out of
reach of children.

3. Now ask pupils to look at the left side of the picture again and ask them
what accidents are about to happen. Elicit from pupils sentences similar to the
following (but make sure you elicit the key vocabulary burn yourself, get a
shock etc.).
• The socket is overloaded and it can catch fire. 

4. Help pupils to discuss what they can do to prevent a fire – not overloading an
adapter point, not leaving a plugged item unattended.

5. Discuss with children how some accidents can be prevented, e.g.
• Children should not be allowed to play with fire.
• Children should not use the electric stove, iron, gas cookers etc. and should 

not be left unattended near fires, stoves, coal pots etc.
• Children should not be allowed to play with blades and knives and 

cutlasses. This will prevent cuts.
• Children should not be allowed to run round the yard or living room. This 

will prevent falls, dislocations, and fractures.
6. You may list all the appropriate vocabulary for the subject on the chalkboard

and ask pupils to copy them in their notebooks: sharp/pointed knives, electric
plugs, don’t overload adapter points, cut, burn, scald, saucepan, hurt, fall,
breaking limbs, dislocation, fracture, sprain, bruise.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Ghana’s links with the rest of the world

1. Ask pupils which countries they think Ghana is friendly with. They might
mention Nigeria because it is a nearby English-speaking west African country;
or Britain or America because of the numbers of Ghanaians who live there;
they might mention Togo, Côte d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso because they are
immediate neighbours.

2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
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Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write a description of how to keep the environment clean.

1. Remind pupils about their work at the beginning of the year on the
environment. Ask them for examples of how we spoil the environment and
how we can help maintain the environment.

2. Tell pupils to imagine that the school is dirty and the school wants to
organise a clean up day. What are they going to do? 

3. In pairs pupils discuss the questions in the Pupils’ Book. It is a nice idea if
pupils can make the discussion more real by deciding on an area to clean up
of their own school.

4. Get feedback. Talk about all the items they will need. How long will it take
to clean the area? Do they need to work in teams and each team tackle one
area or do one type of work? What type of work is necessary (picking up
litter/cleaning/desilting/weeding/digging). Together with pupils build up a
description on the board using their ideas. 

5. Rub your description off the board.
6. Pupils write a first draft. Pupils read aloud their work to their partner who

gives one suggestion for improvement.
7. Pupils reread their work for spelling and punctuation.
8. Less able pupils can write fewer sentences and draw a picture of the work

they do on the clean up day.
9. More able pupils can write more sentences or think about how they will keep

the same area clean on an ongoing basis.
10. Project: Get approval from the Head teacher and ask pupils to organise their

school clean up day.
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Diagnostic assessment
These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. 
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about accidents at home and relate it to their own lives.
• Understand a reading passage related to the wider world.
• Write a description of how to keep the environment clean.
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UNIT 25

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to state how accidents can be prevented on the road.

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture. Elicit from pupils that the older boy is
helping/showing the younger girl how to cross the road. Elicit from pupils that
the children are standing by the edge of the road, away from the traffic, and
that they are using the pedestrian crossing to cross a busy road.

2. Ask pupils in pairs to think about and discuss how to cross the road.
3. Now get feedback from different pairs of pupils on how to cross the road

safely. Elicit from pupils the “look left, look right, look left again” drill. Also
elicit from pupils that they should use pedestrian crossings where they are
available, especially when they are crossing a busy road. Elicit from pupils
that they should hold the hand of any young children when they are crossing
or using the road in any way.

4. Now allocate roles to each pair of pupils: Pupil A is the younger child, Pupil
B is the older child. Ask them to role play how to cross the road and describe
what they are doing at the same time. Pupils should swap roles.

5. Call different pairs in turn to the front of the class to demonstrate how to
cross the road.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Boys and girls all over the world

1. Discuss pre-reading questions 1 and 2 with pupils.
2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.

Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
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11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other
while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to use their imagination to describe and write on a given

topic, for example, “What I would do if I was a witness to a road accident”.

1. Quickly help pupils to mention some of the users of roads. These should
include humans, vehicles and animals.

2. Get pupils to mention some of the causes of accidents. Pupils’ answers should
include failure to observe safety regulations by road users, e.g. humans failing
to walk close to the shoulder of the road on the left hand side, failure to cross
the road carefully (looking left, right and left again before crossing, crossing
only at zebra crossing), animals not being guided by their guards, vehicles
failing to travel only on their part of the road, failing to stop while
somebody/something is crossing the road in front, failing to stop at a zebra
crossing.

3. Now discuss with pupils the kinds of road accidents that there are: collision
between vehicles, vehicles knocking down humans and/or animals, vehicles
running into ditches, vehicles somersaulting etc.

4. Get pupils to discuss in pairs the results of accidents: pupils’ points will cover
deaths, injuries, misery, expenses over funeral resulting from death/hospital
bills resulting from injuries, etc.

5. Help pupils to imagine that they have come upon an accident: discuss with
them:
a The possible kind of accident. 
b The likely length of time between the accident and their appearance on the 

scene, day or date of accident.
c The human tragedy involved: death and injury, only injury, no injury but 

damage.
d Their own stand – fear, sympathy, courage, helpfulness.
e What they will do – running away/pulling the injured from the rubble or 

wreckage, giving respiratory resuscitation, stopping vehicles to take first 
the injured then the dead to hospital, arranging for the police to be 
informed.

f Any follow-up action they took.
6. To help pupils further, draw the following table on the chalkboard.

Body of composition

Introduction:
Date/day of accident
The kind of accident
The length of time between incident and your arrival on the scene.
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Main Body:
The scene – details of the misfortune: death, death and injury, injury only,
damage and the kind of damage.
Your feeling or stand at the scene
What you did.

Conclusion

7. Go through the table with the pupils, and get as many of them as possible to
orally narrate their composition What I would do if I was a witness to a road
accident to the class.

8. Finally ask pupils to write the composition in their exercise books.
9. Go round the class and help the pupils in difficulty and collect pupils’ books

and mark.
10. Less able pupils can write fewer sentences.
11. More able pupils should write longer and more interesting sentences using

conjunctions, adverbs and adjectives.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral and the writing 
lessons concentrated on accidents on the road. Were pupils able to relate this to 
their own lives? The reading lesson looked at changes that happen as we grow 
into adolescence. Were pupils able to relate the reading passage to their own 
lives?
1. Review the lessons.

Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about accidents on the road and how to cross a road safely.
• Understand a reading passage and relate it to their own lives.
• Write an imaginative composition about an accident.
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UNIT 26

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to discuss the celebration of the main festival of their

locality.
Note: Each language group should discuss their own festival. The following is
a list of examples, but it is by no means exhaustive.

Akuapem: Odwira, Ødehuro, Ohum, Akwantutenten (Worawora)
Asante: Odwira, Akwasidae, Apoø (Bono), Akwantuk#se#
Dagaare: Kakube, Købena, Zomb#nte, Bo˚˚o, Damba
Dagbani: Bu≈im, Damba, Kpini, Chimsi
Dangme: Asafotufiami, Ngmayemi, Kloyosikplemi
Ewe: Hogbetsotso, Lñkusi, Danyibakaka, Tezã, Mølizã, Agbamevøzã (Kpetoe)
Fante: Abowakyer (Winneba), Bakatue (Elmina), Akwambø, Ayery#, Fetu
Ga: Hømøwø, Ojwiratswaa (Otoblohum)
Gonja: Damba, Jintigi, Do˚i, D#˚

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture, and in pairs discuss the questions.
2. Elicit from pupils the answers to the questions, talking about what happens on

each day of the festival and what happens at the climax to the festival (the
durbar). Make sure you encourage pupils to elaborate on their own personal
experiences. List with the pupils why people celebrate the festival. Reasons
should include the following:

To bring the people together.
To remember an important event.
To celebrate the harvest (often).
To make merry.
To bring the family together and settle any internal disputes.

3. Make sure that all pupils get a chance to talk. Pupils who are listening should
show respect by keeping quiet while their colleagues are talking. Pupils should
show that they can be good listeners as well as good speakers.

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

A bright future for Mary

1. Ask pupils to think about what type of person they would like to be when
they grow up. Together with pupils come up with a list of adjectives and ask
individual pupils to choose 2 that they would like to apply to themselves when
they are aged 20. 

2. Ask pupils to work in pairs and discuss with each other the words they have
chosen and why they would like to be that type of person. Go round the class
monitoring what pupils are saying.



3. After 5 minutes, ask individual pupils to stand up and tell the rest of the
class the words they have chosen and why.

4. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

5. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
6. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
7. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions

silently.
8. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
9. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
10. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
11. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

12. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
13. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

14. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write an imaginative composition called What I would like

to be when I grow up.

1. Before the lesson, look at the table in the Pupil’s Book and decide if you need
to add or delete any of the jobs listed to make the table suitable for your
pupils. Copy the table onto the chalkboard.

2. Show pupils how the table works by asking pupils to score the job of trading
from 1-5 according to the different factors. For example, ask the pupils how
much they think a trader might earn and whether that merits a score of 1, 2,
3, and so on.

3. Ask pupils to copy the table into their exercise books.
4. Put pupils in single-sex pairs and ask them to complete the table together for

each of the listed jobs/professions. Encourage lots of discussion as the most
important thing is for the pupils to articulate what they want to do when they
grow up.

5. When pupils have finished, choose another different profession and together
with pupils score this profession. Using the information you elicit from pupils
during this exercise, write simple sentences on the chalkboard and build up a
composition about this profession.

6. Now ask pupils to choose the profession they would most like to be in when
they grow up and, using the information in the table, to write a composition
with the title What I would like to be when I grow up.
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7. Pupils read aloud their composition to their partner who should make one
suggestion for improvement in the writing.

8. Pupils write a final draft of their composition and reread it for spelling and
punctuation before handing it in for marking.

9. Less able pupils can write fewer sentences and draw a picture of what they
would like to be when they grow up.

10. More able pupils should concentrate on writing paragraphs with statements
supporting the reasons why they want to do a particular job.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson asked
pupils to talk about the festival of their own area. Were pupils confident about
doing this? The reading and writing lessons had as a theme ‘what pupils would
like to be when they grow up’. Were pupils able to identify jobs they would like to
do when they grow up? How wide a spread of jobs were they able to name? 

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about a local festival.
• Understand and relate a reading passage about growing up to their own 
lives.
• Write a composition about what they would like to be when they grow 

up.
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UNIT 27

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to discuss the celebration of festivals.

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture. It shows a scene from a festival in the north of
Ghana. For northern language editions it shows a festival scene of the south.

2. Together with pupils build up the following table with notes about the
festival. The festival is either Kakube or Hømøwø. You probably have to give
them the details of the festival. Ask them to use the picture to guess as many
of the following details as possible:

Name of festival Kakube  
Who celebrates? The Dagaare-speaking people of northern Ghana
When? Late October or early November  
Food  Maize, millet, yam  
Activities Drumming and dancing; thanking God
Clothes Robes, gowns and smocks  
Reasons for the Thanking God and ancestors for a good harvest
celebration 

Festival in the south of Ghana (for northern language editions)

Name of festival Hømøwø  
Who celebrates? Gas  
When? Celebrated in August – each year on different days 

by the different Ga groups  
Food  Maize, yam  
Activities Ban on drumming, dancing and merry-making

Sowing of corn and performance of rituals  
Clothes White cloth  
Reasons for the To remind them of their victory over a famine
celebration they experienced in the olden days 

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Ga Homowo Festival

1. Ask pupils if they know the name of the major festival of the Gas.
2.  Discuss the pre-reading questions with pupils.
3.  Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.

Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
4. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
5. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.



6. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions
silently.

7. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the
comprehension questions.

8. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.

9. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the
comprehension questions in their exercise books.

10. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

11. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
12. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to their pronunciation, monitoring
what pupils say and correcting when necessary.

13. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. During the next lesson you can call two more pupils. By the end of
the term you should have heard each pupil in your class reading aloud to you.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to use their imagination to describe and write on the topic:

What I would do to live peacefully with other ethnic groups in Ghana.

1. Let pupils understand that an ethnic group is a group of people with a
common:

• indigenous language
• culture (customs, traditions)
• origin
• character

2. Remind pupils that they have already learnt something about the ethnic
groups of Ghana. Give pupils a few examples of ethnic groupings in Ghana as
a lead, e.g. Dagomba, Gonja, Grusi.

3. Ask pupils to mention as many ethnic groups as possible.
4. As a whole class brainstorm the meaning of the word ‘peace’. Write the word

on the board and put a circle around it. Together with pupils build up a
spider diagram for the word peace. You can spark interest or ideas by asking:

What type of qualities does a peaceful person have?
What type of qualities does a peaceful community have?
What type of qualities does a peaceful nation have?
What happens in war?
What happens in peace?
Why is it important to live together peacefully?
How can different groups live together peacefully?

5. Stress that although we all come from different ethnic groups in Ghana and
each ethnic group has its own culture, language and tradition, these are
reasons for celebration (enjoyment of diversity), not for aggression. Peace
comes through:

- talking politely to others
- asking for other’s opinions
- being kind
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- being tolerant
- not being aggressive
- not shouting
- thinking of how the other person feels
- thinking of reasons for another’s actions
- making sure we are fair to all

7. Together with pupils build up the essay on the board using the questions or the
following format:
Para 1: different ethnic groups have different customs and traditions
Para 2: actions which provoke conflict with different ethnic groups and the
results
Para 3: actions which cause peace with different ethnic groups and the results

8. Depending on the level of your pupils, either rub the essay off the board or
rub out words/sentences etc from each paragraph. Leave the format of the
essay on the board as a structure for the pupils to follow.

9. Less able pupils can draw a picture of what they would do to live peacefully
with others and how they would feel to live peacefully with others. They
should write only paragraph three of the essay.

10. More able pupils should concentrate on writing longer, more interesting
sentences using conjunctions. Encourage them to write longer paragraphs with
examples below the first introductory sentence of each paragraph.

11. Pupils read aloud their essays to each other and their partners give one
suggestion for improvement.

12. Pupils write a final copy of their essay. Pupils reread their essay to check for
punctuation and spelling.

13. Take in books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral and reading 
lesson introduced pupils to a festival not from their region. Were they able to 
compare the festival to their own? The writing lesson asked pupils to write a 
longer essay? How well were pupils able to tackle this lesson? How well were 
they able to understand the concept of peace and how this is best achieved?

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Discuss a festival not from their area.
• Write an essay discussing how to live peacefully with others.
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UNIT 28

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will be able to discuss the roles of the priests/family heads and opinion

leaders in the community.

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture, and ask them to discuss the questions in
pairs.

2. Get feedback from the pupils after 10 minutes and elicit information similar
to the following:
• Priests and priestesses are the custodians of our traditional religion.
• Priests and priestesses are often relatives of dead priests and priestesses 

and trained to succeed the dead relatives. Others are selected by a fetish 
itself, through possession, for training.

• They usually wear raffia skirts with bangles made of cowries and amulets 
on their arms. They usually carry a fly whisk.

• They practise their divination through dancing. They perform rituals to 
remove evil and they foretell the future.

• The role of priests and priestesses in society is to help our Chiefs to look 
after our communities; they help individuals to achieve success; they fortify 
fighters so that they might win their battles.

3. Write the points above on the chalkboard and read over them with the pupils.
4. Let pupils copy the points into their exercise books. 

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

The singing bird

1. Tell pupils that the passage is about a king/emperor and a singing bird.
2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.

Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.
3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.
5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions silently.
6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the

comprehension questions.
7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions

orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.
8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the

comprehension questions in their exercise books.
9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the

sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on accuracy.
10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other



while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning. 

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objectives
• To enable pupils to write an imaginative composition about an armed robbery

concentrating on using adverbs and adjectives.

1. In pairs tell pupils to imagine that their house is attacked by armed robbers.
Give them 5 minutes to discuss the questions in the Pupils’ Book.

2. Get feedback from pupils writing all their ideas on the board.
3. Together with pupils ask them which they think are the best ideas and build

up a story with them.
4. Go through the story asking pupils to think of descriptive/feely (adjectives and

adverbs) words to describe the night, the clothes, the robbers etc
5. Rub your story off the board.
6. Pupils write their own story. When they have finished their first draft they

should read it aloud to their partner. Their partner should suggest one idea
for improvement.

7. Pupils write a final copy in their books and reread to check for spelling and
punctuation.

8. Less able pupils can write a shorter story and add a picture.
9. More able pupils should aim for longer sentences and dialogue to make the

story more lively and interesting.
10. Take in pupils’ books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the 
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved.

1. Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2. Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Talk about the role of priests and priestesses.
• Understand and enjoy a story.
• Write an imaginative composition using adjectives and adverbs.
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UNIT 29

ORAL SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils will know how to prepare for examinations.

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture and read the questions underneath.
2. Once you have elicited that the pupils are writing an exam, ask pupils to

work in pairs and discuss the questions together for 5 minutes.
3. After 5 minutes, go through the questions with the pupils, eliciting from

pupils the following points:
• The evaluation/examination is based on work they have already done.
• If pupils revise well, in advance and several times before an exam, they 

are likely to feel calm and maybe even confident.
• If pupils do not revise well they might feel scared and anxious.
• Pupils should therefore revise in advance and make a timetable to plan 

their revision. 
• Pupils should not wait until the night before to prepare for an examination.
• Pupils should do exercises (set by the teacher) or redo exercises to make 

sure they understand everything they have learnt during the term.
• Pupils should contact teachers to help them solve problems they could not 

solve on their own.
• Pupils should not sit up and revise until late at night the night before an 

exam. It is important to go to bed early.
• During the exam, pupils should read all the instructions before answering 

the questions.
• Pupils should answer questions they understand first.
• Pupils should read over their answers before they hand in answer sheets.

4. Discuss with pupils what happens if they don’t pass their end of year exams
(resit exams). 

READING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To answer pre-reading questions; to make up sentences using key words; to

read a passage silently for understanding; to answer comprehension questions
orally in pairs and in writing; to read aloud to check pronunciation.

Why dwarfs pick human beings

1. Ask pupils to look at the picture. Elicit from pupils the fact that Agyei is
carrying a bow and arrow and could therefore be a hunter. Elicit from pupils
that the first fairy is holding a magic ship, the second a pot of gold dust and
the third some jewellery. Try to elicit from pupils that the picture indicates
that it might be a fairy story.

2. Call individual pupils to read out the sentences with the underlined words.
Encourage other pupils to explain the meaning of the underlined words.

3. When the words have been understood, write them down on the chalkboard.
4. Ask pupils to choose two of the words and to make sentences with them.



5. Ask pupils to read through the passage and the comprehension questions
silently.

6. Ask the pupils to read the passage again and find the answers to the
comprehension questions.

7. Read out the questions and ask individual pupils to answer the questions
orally, writing their answers on the chalkboard.

8. Rub the answers off the chalkboard and ask pupils to write the answers to the
comprehension questions in their exercise books.

9. After reading, practise reading aloud. Ask individual pupils to read aloud the
sentences in the book culled from the reading passage. Concentrate on
accuracy.

10. Now read aloud the passage as a model for the pupils to follow.
11. Put the pupils in reading pairs and ask them to read aloud to each other

while you go around the class listening to pronunciation, monitoring what
pupils say and correcting when necessary.

12. Call one or two pupils to read aloud a paragraph or longer passage to you at
your desk. Mark pupils for fluency, accuracy of intonation and reading with
meaning.  

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• To enable pupils to write an imaginative composition about a house on fire

concentrating on using adverbs and adjectives.

1. In pairs tell pupils to imagine that a house is on fire. Ask them to close their
eyes and imagine the scene.

2. In pairs pupils discuss the questions in the Pupils’ Book.
3. Get feedback from pupils writing all their ideas on the board.
4. Together with pupils ask them which they think are the best ideas and build

up a story with them.
5. Go through the story asking pupils to add descriptive/feely (adjectives and

adverbs) words to describe the fire, the heat, the flames, the people, the help,
the emotions etc

6. Rub your story off the board.
7. Pupils write their own story. When they have finished their first draft they

should read it aloud to their partner. Their partner should suggest one idea
for improvement.

8. Pupils write a final copy in their books and reread to check for spelling and
punctuation.

9. Less able pupils can write a shorter story and add a picture.
10. More able pupils should aim for longer sentences and dialogue to make the

story more lively and interesting.
11. Take in pupils’ books and mark.

Diagnostic assessment

These diagnostic assessment exercises will assist you as the teacher to assess the
extent to which the unit objectives have been achieved. The oral lesson talked
about preparing for an exam. Do pupils now understand that exams are easier if
you prepare and revise for them in advance?
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1 Review the lessons.
Did pupils prefer the oral, reading or writing lesson?
Can you say why this was?
How confident were the pupils at reading and understanding the text?
Were there any points where pupils became bored or uninterested?

2 Can the pupils do the following objectives? Rate your pupils as A (all), B
(most), C (some), D (few).

• Understand the exams are easier if you revise and prepare for them 
in advance.

• Understand and enjoy a story.
• Write an imaginative composition using adjectives and adverbs.



UNIT 30

EVALUATION

Specific Objective
• Work done in the Third Term (units 21-29) will be evaluated

AURAL SKILLS

Listening

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to listen carefully for specific information will be assessed.

1 Ask children to read the questions carefully and listen to the passage.
2 Read the passage at normal speed.
3 Ask children to read the questions again.
4 Read the passage for the second time, at normal speed.
5 Ask children to answer the questions.
6 Take in pupils’ work and mark.

Listening Comprehension Passage

Akuapem
Mmarima baanu bi bø wuraa kwaebirentuw no mu. Ansa na woduu hø no, na
wontee hwee s# nnomaa ne akwaku su a na agyigye kwae no mu nyinaa.
Mmarima yi duu hø p# na nnomaa o, akwaku o, wøn nyinaa kaa wøn ano too
mu. Mmoa yi hw## mmarima no dinn a wonnim nea enti a wøaba kwae mu hø.

Mmarima baanu no, obiako so na obiako nso y# korokorowa. Nea øso no
gyinae no, øte## ne nsa hw## Onyina k#se bi so. Anky# na ofii hønom køe. ‹hø
ara na øbarima korokorowa no maa n’abonnua so fii ase buu Onyina k#se no.
Nea wote ara ne pon, pon, pon wø kwae no mu. Onyina no anyin enti ne dutan
no y# den yiye. Papa yi de ne nsa hwew fifiri yøø a na #resen fa ne køn ho ne
n’anim no.

Afei na papa yi abr#. Øpa tenaa Onyina k#se yi ase s# øregye n’ahome
kakra.

Kwaebirentuw no mu ay# fømm, na n’ani baa ne ho so no, na wada hatee.
Na onini k#se bi te Onyina no so. Øy## br#oo sii fam baa baabi a papa no da

hø. Ohuu kam k#se a papa no de n’abonnua no atwa wø dua no ho no. Øwø
k#se yi weae de n’ano kotuaa papa no aso ho kae s#, “Akora, adupøn yi y# dua
nwonwaso. Me fi ne ha; #ha na me nenanom atena fi teteete. Hw# na woammu
anto fam.”

Ødowa bi nso baa nea papa no ada hø no, øka hy## n’asom s#, “Akora mewø
me woky#m wø Onyina yi mu. Mitutu sisi nnua ne nhwiren so fifew mu nsu.
Saa kwan yi so na menam ma nnua ne nhwiren ase tr#w wø kwaebirentuw
mu. S# woahu s# obi dom obi.”
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Asante
Mmarima baanu bi køø Kwae#birentuo bi mu. Ansa na wøduruu hø no, na
nnomaa ne akwakuo su abua kwae#birentuo no ase. Ber# a mmoa no hunuu no
nnipa baanu no, wøy## dinn. Na wøntumi nhunu de# nnipa no rekøy# wø hø.

Øbarima k#se# a øka ho no gyinae. Øtenee ne nsa kyer## dutan bi so. ‹nna
øtu tene køe#.

Kumaa a øka ho no yii n’akuma de sii dutan no mu p## s# øbuo. Peepee no
gyegyee kwae# no ase. Na dua no y# den yie. Øbarima no siamm n’anim fifire.

Anky# na wabr#. Øpa tenaa dutan no ase s# øregye n’ahome. Anky# na
kwae# no ase dede no adeda onipa no hatee.

Na Øwø k#se# bi da dua no mu. Øsiane køø de# øbarima no da regye
n’ahome no. Øhunuu s# Øbarima no atwa dua no ama akø mu yie. Øwø no twee
ne ho ase køø øbarima no ho. Økaa as#m bi guu n’asomu. Øse, “Owura, saa dua
yi y# anwanwadua. Emu na mete#, #firi tete tete no, dua yi mu na m’asefoø
tenae#.  Ntwa ntwene.”

Wowa bi b#hii øbarima no asom. Øse, “dua yi mu na me woky#m wø. Metu
firi dua yei so a, na mekø foforø so akøfefe ne nhwiren mu nsuo. Merey# saa no
nyinaa, na nua no nhwiren no retu pete fifiri, #no na #ma nnua bu so wø
kwae# yi mu no. Hw#, abøde# biara dane abøde# foforø!”

Dagaare
Døba bayi da ky#˚ kp# la a køøy# poø. Nuuli ne ˚maane da ko˚ laare la ziezaa
a wagre na ba na˚ kpe#r# a køøy# poø. A l# puori˚ a zie da ˚maa la vooro˚ ka
a donne ne a nuuli kaara a døba ky# te#r# bon na e˚a ba na˚ wa.

A døø b#ro˚ na da tê# la o nu kyaare a Gonni te# na na˚ e kpo˚ l# ky# te
g#r#.

A døø-baalaa na da de la a lare na o na˚ taa a ky# ne a te#. A kye#bo konni
da laare la a køøy# zaa. A te# dabiri da e la kpe#˚aa l#. A døø da meele la a
wale na˚ kyoøre o ni˚e ne o køkøre zaa bare.

A da ba køøre ky# ka a døø bale. O da le# ze˚ la a Gonte# pare. A køøy#
maaro˚ na˚ da noma o e˚a˚, o da wa ber# ka o gbiree.

Karaa na˚ ba poøra me˚ da be la a Gonte# bogi poø. O da vue la a sigi te
pe#le a døø na˚ ga˚ gbire. L# la ka o le# kaa a lare kye#bo bogi a te# e˚a.
Ana la ka o vu te mare a døø toori ky# waale e˚ a yele: “N døø, bombe# te# la.
N yiri la, a zie ˚a la ka N sããkommine da kpe#r#. Ta ky# o løø.”

Sebiri me˚ da ko˚ e˚ la a døø na˚ gbire toori˚. “N døø, n segama be la a
Gonte# poø, ka N ma˚ age yi te# ˚a poø a gaa ˚a poø a nyuuro tepuuri ˚a zu
te sãã ˚a zu. A ˚aa la ka N ma˚ e ka a teere wøna a køøy# poø a yuoni zaa
poø. Fo ny## la#, bonvoba zaa ma˚ d#ll# la taa a sonna taa a boøbo e˚a.”

Dagbani
Dabba ayi daa kp#la sa’yø≈u ni. Di daa bi tooi bi#la ka yø≈u maa zaa deegi
˚mana mini ˚maansi kumsi. Binn#ma ˚ø ni nya dabba ayi maa saha sh#li, ka
yø≈u labi ti fø, dina n-ny# b# bi#hindi daliri sh#li din tahi dabba ayi maa na.
Do’so ˚un galisi niriba ayi puuni ˚un ti zani ka tiri gu˚ karili sh#li. Di saha
ka ˚maligi.

Do’so ˚un bi galisi maa ˚un za˚ o ni di gbubi kpa˚’sh#li la, n-che gu˚ maa.
Di kumsi daa deela yø≈u maa zaa. Tia maa dari daa kp#m pam. Doo maa daa
pilimi nyahiri wøligu o nini ni hali ni o nyingoli tariga.

Di daa bi yuui ka di wum gbarigi doo maa zaa. O ch#mi ka Ωini ti’titali maa
gbuni ni o vuhi. O daa ti y#n ba˚la, ka yø≈u maa pøhim che ka o gbihi.

Wa≈’ mahili daa bela Gu˚ maa ni. O daa teela o ma˚ m-paai doo maa ni
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daa do sh#li polo maa. Di saha ka yuli kpa˚ maa ni gbi bø≈’ sh#li tia maa ni
maa wa≈’ mahili maa ˚un kpa˚ o ma˚a m-miri doo maa, n-wu≈i o zu≈u kpa o
tibili polo ka y#li. “Jilimalana, tia ˚ø ny#la lahaΩibisi tia. N yi˚ m-bala,
lu≈’sh#I n yaannima ni daa be. Miri ka a ˚ma li sø˚.”

Shia ˚un yø vuri n-ni˚ gogbihiri maa tibili ni ka y#li, “Jilimalana, n yø≈u
bela Gu˚ ˚ø ni, ka n yi≈iri løhiri tihi mini puma, n-vari ˚a Ωi. Lala ka n ni˚di
m-biriti tihi mini puma yø≈u ˚ø ni. A nyaya bebo, binvuhirugu kam sø˚dila
taba.”

Dangme
Nyumuhi enyø kom# ny## k# ya s# hue ø mi. H# ngm#fia bøø ko mi loko ji a ya
su lej# ø, hue ø mi tsuo sø k# lohwe p#lits#hi a p#mi k# kuahi a ngmlaa kpami.
Jehan# ø, hue ø mi tsuo jø dii, ejakaa lohwe øm# na nimli enyø øm# n# a bøni
m# huøømi n# a hy# ha kaa m#ni a ba peemi lo.

Nyumu agbots# ø da si n# e tsøø l#no agbo ø nine. K#k# n# e je.
Nyumu wayots# ø wo gbi# n# e h## ø n# e k# bøni tso ø pomi. Tso ø n# e ng#

poe ø p#mi jije ng# hue ø mi tsuo. Tso ø he wa. Nyumu ø tsu latsa n# tsa e h#
mi k# e ku# he ø.

E k# we kulaa n# pø tø e he. K#k# n# e ho hi si ng# l#no agbo ø sisi n# e jøø
e he. Loko ji e maa h#li si ø, hue ø mi la dømi k# ngmlaa ha n# e hwø mahe.

Aya ko hi he ji l#no ø mi. E kple si bl#uu k# ba he n# nyumu ø ng# mahe
hwøe ng# ø. E hy# muø voo n# gbi# ø wo ng# tso ø mi ø. K#k# n# sinø agbo ø sa
si bl#uu k# su nyumu ø he n# e p# k# wo e tue mi n# e de ke: “Awets#, nyakp#
tso ko ji n# ø n#. Ye we mi ji hi# ø n#. K# je blema n# ye n#m# hi hi# ø. Mo ko
po tso ø k# fø si.”

Hwo bi ko hu ba p# k# wo nyumu ø n# ng# mahe hwøe ø tue mi n# e de ke:
“Awets#, ye gbaku ng# l#no n# ø mi. I tee k# ny## tso øm# a nø, k# yaa mømø
n# ø k# mømø n# ø nø, n# i jeø a mi paida a. I k# en# ø woø tso øm# k# mømø
øm# f#tilaiza ng# hue ø mi tsuo. O le adebø níhi n# woø mumu ø, m# tsuo a yeø
k# buaa a he.”

Ewe
˙utsu eve a∂ewo ∂o ta ave dama la me. Fifi laa koe xeviwo nø fafam eye
kesewo nø gbe tem tsø nø agbe dem avea me. Azø la, nu sia nu zi ∂o∂oe esime
nu gbagbeawo li ˚ku ∂e ˚utsuawo dzi gãa henø nu si ta wova avea me ∂o la ˚u
bum.

˙utsu dzøtsutø la tø, fia asi √uti gã a∂e hedzo. Eye ˚utsu suetø tsø fia si
wòtsø ∂e asi la dza ati la ƒe lobome. Gbe∂i∂i sesê si do tso atidzadza la me la
xø avea me katã. ◊uti la sê ˚utø. ˙utsu la tutu fifia si nø tsatsam le eƒe mo
kple kø ˚u. Medidi hafi ∂e∂i te e˚u o. Enø anyi ∂e √uti gã la te be yeadzudzø
vie. Hafi wòanya la, avea me ƒe dzoxøxø kple gbe∂i∂i na wodø alç klênee.

◊ø driba a∂e nø √uti la me. E∂i∂i tso √utia ƒe tò me hege ∂e afi si ˚utsua
nø alç døm le. Ekpø abi si fia la de atia ˚u. Emegbe la, √ø driba sia ta ∂o
˚utsua gbø kpokploe hexlç ∂e eƒe to me be, “Aƒetø, nukutie nye ati sia. Nye
aƒee eye tøgbuinye ƒe dzidzimeviwo nø eme kpø! Mègatsoe o.”

Anyi a∂e fa ∂e ˚utsu alçdøla la ƒe to me be, “Aƒetø, nye xø le √uti sia me
eye medzona tso ati dzi yina ati dzi, tso seƒoƒo dzi yina seƒoƒo dzi nøa ƒu ƒom
seƒoƒowø. To esia me la, mewøa atiwo kple seƒoƒowo tsea ku le ave dama la
katã me. Èkpøea? Nu gbagbewo katã ku ∂e wo nøewo ˚u.”



Fante
Mbanyin beenu k#h##n kwaa tuntu no mu. Ansaana wørobøkø ak#h#n kwaa no
mu no, nna nnoma ahorow na ndow rey# dede wø mu. Wonya h##n mu ara na
hø taa dzinn; a mbowa no nyina gyaa sñ na wøhw## nyimpa beenu no dzinn,
rohwehw# ehu siantsir a wøaba kwaa no mu no.

Nyimpa beenu no mu øk#se a øwø mu no dze ne nsa tseen Onyaa
tantrampønn bi do. Na ofii hø køree.

Banyin kor no a ønny# k#se pii no dze abøndua a ødze ne nsamu no bobøø
dua no, na dede a øy#e no gyegyee kwaa no mu nyina. Nna dua no y# dzen
papaapa. Banyin no pepaa n’enyim na no køn ho fifir.

Annky#r na banyin no ber#e. Øtsenaa onyaa k#se no ndwow do gyee n’ahom.
Øbøø n’eni ntøtø no, nna kwaa no mu øhyew na mframa huu no ama n’enyi

akom, afei ødae.
Nna øpambir bi da onyaa no ne mban mu. Øbaae tsenee nam dua no ho

boguu bea a banyin no da no. Øpambir no hw## kãm tokoo a banyin no dze
n’ekuma atow wø dua no mu no. Afei abowatsena k#se no towee tsenee b##n
banyin no nky#n na øwasae guu n’aso mu d#; “Owura, d#m dua yi y# dua a øy#
anwanwadze. Øno nye me fie, na ha na me mpanyimfo a wodzii m’enyim tsenae
araa dze ebodu nd#. Mma nntwa no nnto famu.”

Ødowa bi so bøbøø ne ntaban mu guu banyin no n’aso mu. “Owura, mo
dutwaw wø onyaa yi ne mban mu; na mutu fi dua kø dua do, na mikyin
nhyiren do dze nhyiren-huntuma sera moho. Menam d#m dze nhyiren-huntuma
ahorow gugu ndua na nhyiren nyina do wø kwaa tuntu yi mu. Ns# ehu, abødze
a nkwa wø mu biara n’eyiedzi gyina obi so do.”

Ga
Hii enyø kom#i nyi# koo l# mli. Koo l# mli eyi k# looføji k# aduji ni miitumø
k#miiya k# miiba. Koo l# mli efee dioo. Kooloi l# ta gãa be ni am#na hii l#.
Eefee am# naakp## ak# hii l# eba koo l# mli.

Hii l# ate˚ agbots# l# wa ni ek# enine tsøø tso agbo ko. Agb#n# ek# bibioots#
l# wie abl#bi. Nø ni ek# bibioots# l# wie l# mø ko leee. Shi nø ni kooloi l# na ji
ak# fioots# l# hi# lema. Ekw# bi# k# bi# k#k# ni ek# lema l# bã tso gbene kome.

Tso l# gb##mø l# jije koo l# mli f##. Tso l# wa naakpa. En# hewø l# latsaa bøi
bibiots# l# tsaa. Etsumø latsaa ni tsaa l# l#. 

Bø ni tso l# wa sø˚˚ hewø l#, tøl# bayi nuu l# nø. Eho eta tso l# shishi koni
ejøø ehe. Bø ni tso l# tswaa køøyøø ˚maii hewø l#, ets### ni wø ˚ø l#. Be ni
eh#leø shi l# ewø kwraa.

Onufu agbo ko shihil#he ji tso n## mli. Ed#k# shi b#l#oo ni ek# eyitso yafç
nuu l# mas#i. Ekw# bø ni nuu l# k# elema l# efee tso l#. Sane l# dø onufu l#
tsø. En# hewø l# ek# enaabu bu nuu l# toi he ni ek##: “Any#mi, naakp## tso n#.
Miwekum#i ni etsø hi# l# ashihil#he n#. Ofain#, kaafo tso l#.”

Onufu l# naa enyøøø shi ni wobi ko hu tsi eb#˚k# nuu l#. Ewie ewo etoi mli:
“Any#mi, tso n## mli mifeø wo miwoø. Obaana ak# koo l# mli eyi k# tsei k#
føføii. Minitsumø l# ekom#i n#. Migb#ø tsei n## awui mishwãa koo l# mli. En#
ni eha tsei k# føføii eyi koo l# mli f## n##. Any#mi, b# ona ak# mø f## mø he y#
s##namø? Miikpa bo fai, kaafo tso l#.”
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Gonja
Kenu be kenumpe be kebøaya
Beny#n anyø ko nite n luri kupo gbo˚ na to. Jiman# gber#bi ko, kupo na to
kik# da˚ baa la mbuibi be kushu nna, n# aprø˚ be kaponte. Naniere, baasa
anyø na ka ba˚ luri n# kabo˚ na kik# wørø shrumm.

Kany#n gbo˚igbo˚i na yili n shin te˚i enø n ˚ini kakiliyadibigbo˚ dra na n
shin cho˚.

Ndo˚ n# kany#n shimbi na ta kekpamfu n# e di na m fara a ku kadibi na.
N# kekpamfu na be awor sø kupogbo˚ na kik# to. Kadibi na daa du kpakpa ga.
Epulto n# kany#n na nyia keble˚ mobe anishi to n# kubø to.

Ke˚elegbo˚ ko da wø kakiliyadibigbo˚ na be kela˚ to. Ndo˚ n# ku ler n gbi#
n ya dese mmata kany#n na ka dese a di na. E wu kanan# kekpamfu na be
kenyi ti˚ n ji n luri kadibi na to. Ndo˚ n# ke˚ele gbo˚ ere malga n wøtø
kany#n na be kusoe to: Kowurny#n, kadibi ere la kadema˚ nna. Kumo ela
mabe kowu. Kumo to n# n nanany#n ana kik# chena n baa wu. Saa˚ ku kumo
n l#.”

Ndo˚ n# musho˚ ba li# kowurny#n na ka bee dii na be kusoe so n shin ka˚#:
“Kowurny#n, mabe akørfø wø kakiliyadibi ere to nna n# mee firgi kadibi so a
jø˚# kuko so a fin musho˚chu. Lo˚ n# mee wørø n# kupo ere to be ndibi n#
atoto bee nya atoto pø# a ti˚ a sør bibi. Amoso, fo wu aa, asø keniso kik# bee
ch# abarto nna.” 

READING SKILLS

Reading Aloud

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to read aloud selected sentences will be assessed for accurate

pronunciation and fluency.

1. Call each pupil individually to read the sentences aloud, whilst others listen.
Write down the common errors that the pupils make.

2. Go through the common difficulties with the pupils to ensure that every pupil
gets the correct pronunciation.

Reading Comprehension

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to read silently for understanding l will be assessed.

1. Ask pupils to read the passage silently.
2. Ask pupils to read the questions.
3. Ask pupils to re-read the passage again to answer the questions.
4. Take in pupils’ work and mark.

WRITING SKILLS

Specific Objective
• Pupils’ ability to describe the process of doing something and to write

imaginative essays will be assessed.
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1. Ask pupils to describe how they will wash their school uniform.
2. Ask pupils to describe what they would do with 20 cedis.
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Languages offered in the Ghanaian Languages 
and Culture series:

 Akuapem  Dagbani  Fante
 Asante  Dangme  Ga
 Dagaare  Ewe  Gonja

 It comprehensively covers all aspects of the 
Ghanaian Languages and Culture syllabus.

 It develops the pupils’ oral, reading and 
writing skills in their mother-tongue language 
through carefully planned learning and 
teaching materials.

 It provides regular evaluation for the pupils.
 It enables pupils to appreciate the cultural 

heritage of the Ghanaian people.
 It provides guidance to the teacher through a 

comprehensive Teacher’s Guide at each level.

This series has been produced through 
a close collaboration between Ghanaian 
writers and language experts.




